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Chapter 1 Tale of two cousins.
It was late on Saturday night I had just, gotten home from work I had to
clean my house the family was coming for Christmas.
When I arrived I had just got out the car, when she approached me a girl
with long beautiful blonde hair and light brown eyes out of her mouth these
words "hi John I'm Alice."
When I first saw her I thought she was, the most beautifulest person on the
planet but I noticed a UV pin on her right breast then this thought came to
my mind.
"oh she must be from the college they must they must be looking for their
annual donation."
Then I replied with" give me a few minutes I have to run inside and get
some money."
I donate to the UV College every year around this time.
She stop me and says "Hey I'm not here for money."
I look at Alice and then reply "Then why are you here?"
She replies with "my mom didn't call you and tell you I was coming?"
Just then my phone rings it was my aunt, I picked up and said " hi Aunt
Delores how are you doing."
Got my aunt Delores relies with "so did your cousin get there yet?"
I was very confused by my aunt question so I had to ask "which one?"
Then my mouth dropped wide open when my aunt said "Your cousin Alice?"
I turned and looked at Alice and said to my, aunt Dolores " hold on I
thought you and uncle Jarves where coming to Aunt Dolores?"
Her reply was quick just like usual " Uncle Jervis and I came down with the
flu so unfortunately we won't be coming."
I replied with "What About Jason or Mindy or Kenny?"
Once again my aunt's response didn't Thrill Me when she told me "I'm Sorry
John they all wanted to come but got stuck at home with their kids."
A little bit upset and sad that the rest of my cousins and family weren't
going to visit me on Christmas I hang up the phone and tell Alice to come
into the house.
Alice replies to me with I would but I have these, two heavy bags that the
cab driver just threw out When I didn't give him a tip."
I asked her "was the cab driver Indian?"
Alice said to me "what does a drivers nationality have to do with and
throwing my stuff out of his car?"
I said to her " just humor me and tell me if he was Indian or not?"
Alice said " yes I guess he was Indian."
I knew it when she said and she gets that he was Indian I knew it was Omar
Indian bastard cab driver who over charges people for his rides."
I told Alice once again let's go inside the house it's getting cold out
here.
As I grab her bags and carry them into the house, I told her to make
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yourself at home why I went into the kitchen and made some hot chocolate.
She asks me where the bathroom is I point to the door on the left side of
the hall.
She begins walking down the hall, as I head to the kitchen and start making
the hot chocolate all the while I was thinking to myself at least one of
my family members came to my house to visit me for Christmas.
I yell down the hall and say " hot chocolate ready!"
I heard the toilet flush and 3 mins later, Alice pops out of the bathroom.
She sat next to me and start to drink her, hot chocolate she tell me that
she hungry I had into the kitchen and go into the refrigerator find
something to eat all I can find is a piece of lemon lime cheesecake I asked
her if she wants a piece of cheesecake.
She replies with yeah sure that fine.
I take the lemon lime cheesecake out of the fridge and give her peace, I
sit down and start drinking my hot chocolate I turn my head so we can talk.
When I knows, that 3 top buttons of her blouse have popped open revealing
one breast poking out of it and quickly turn my head back around.
I try to tell her that her shirt had come on button, but before I could say
anything had fallen asleep which to me seems weird but being a gentleman I
gently pushed her breast back into the shirt and buttoned it back up.
Then went down the hallway and then grab, a blanket and placed it on her
afterwards I picked up the lemon lime cheesecake and put it back in the
fridge.
I headed off to my room when I looked, at the clock it was a quarter past
midnight I decided that I would just go to sleep I slept for about 2 hours
when I was awoken from a nightmare.
I got up and headed straight for my bathroom down the hall when I reach the
bathroom I noticed that, the bathroom light was still on I figured Alice
had left it on by accident the door was slightly opened a crack.
I have turned to the head into the bathroom when the crack of the door
revealed something to me, it was Alice and she standing in front of the
mirror undressed with the reflecting reflection off of it.
From the angle I was standing in I can see her whole creamy white body I
could, feel my heart slowly pounding in my chest as I watch the Alice begin
to rub her breast with both of her hands.
Then I could feel my dick becoming hard, as I watched her who her hands
slowly down from her breast to her stomach straight down to her pussy.
As began rubbing her clit of her pussy, I hurt myself in my head say stop
looking she's your cousin for crying out loud but the more I tried to stop
the more I couldn't and the more my dick became harder.
Alice starts to moan as I watch stick, her two fingers deep into her pussy
and cum all over the bathroom floor.
She then steps and took a shower and turns it on she begins masturbating,
with the shower head I'm still not able to bring my eyes off of her I too
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start masturbating.
As she starts to moan she sits down in the tub, I can't help myself at this
point as I cum all over a bathroom door but Alice still hasn't noticed me I
head back to my room feeling both shamed and horny as fuck.
Chapter 2 winter swim.
I woke up the next morning still feeling tired, and a little ashamed of
myself all I could think of was why... why would I stand there why would I
keep watching and most important why did I masturbate?
All of these questions we're going through, my head then I thought about it
oh my God I forgot to wipe down the door Alice had to see that by now
she's going to think I'm some sort of pervert.
But when I get to the living room Alice is, still covered up in the blanket
laying the same way when I left her last night did I just imagine what I
saw was it only a dream?
I had to know first thing I did was head, to the kitchen grab my sponge and
my bucket for cleaning the bathroom I quickly fill up the bucket with hot
soapy water.
When I reach the door I could see where, I had ejaculated still there so I
knew it wasn't a dream I went into the bathroom and I could see or Alice
had cum at both on the floor and in the bathtub.
So I knew it wasn't a dream as I begin scrubbing, all three the door the
bathroom floor and the bathtub but my question was "would Alice say
anything about it and how would I explain?"
"What should I tell her I'm sorry that I got up last night do originally
ghost less my face due to a nightmare and happened to walk by the bathroom
and see you masturbating."
She would never believe that a matter of fact, she would think I was
irregular peeping Tom or pervert she probably even just get up and leave
not that I would blame her.
I know I would do the same thing if I, was in her shoes and what is the
family going to think when they find out they're certainly not going to be
okay with this especially my aunt who is also my godmother.
That technically makes Alice my god sister, oh my God just thinking about
it I put my hand over the toilet and throw up from the thoughts of my
family members hating me.
Then Alice comes running into the bathroom, and starts patted me on the
shoulder oh my God what is she going to say but to my surprise she says
nothing nothing but what comes out of her mouth next.
" Hey John are you feeling okay you sound kind of sick."
Then she places her hand on my forehead she keeps it there for about 3
minutes or so the warmth of your hand my face feels up with blush then she
says.
" Oh you must have caught a cold your, head feels warm and your cheeks are
completely red"
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I quickly wipe my mouth of throw up hanging, off of it then Alice helps me
up to bed as I laid back in my bed Alice says.
"Don't worry I'll clean your house for you... you just lay back and get
some rest okay John."
I look at the clock it's a 7:35 a.m. I decide, to do as Alice says and go
back, to sleep for a little while but in my dream I see Alice coming into
my room she begins taking off her blouse then she removes her bra my heart
begins pounding in my chest.
As she pulls down her pants and panties then, climbs over me both of her
legs rideapart suppose down my pets and my boxers she puts her mouth on my
dick and begins to suck bobbing her head up and down the warmthness and
Witness your mouth feels so real.
As my dick gets hard I can feel it when she, takes it out of her mouth and
then puts it in her pussy now I can feel her riding on top of me as my hard
cock begins to swell all up inside of her I can feel my dick becoming
harder inside her pussy.
And just as I'm about to cum inside of her pussy, I wake up and fall out of
bed Alice comes running in to the room and asked me what happened I quickly
reply.
"Oh nothing I just tripped is all it's really nothing, for you to worry
about it happens to me sometimes I'll just be trying to get out of bed and
I'll fall over my own two feet."
Alice walks over and helps me back up, to my feet but as she does I fall
backwards onto the bed pulling her down with me she falls right on top of
me and I could feel it poking between.
My dick was hard as a rock then I realize, that was not the only thing I
could feel I felt something soft in my hands oh my God I knew exactly what
it was it was Alice breast they were soft and her nipples were hard I
quickly remove my hands from her breast and ask if she's okay?
Then she replies " yeah I'm okay what about you?"
As she then presses her body against mine, placing her forehead against
mine I can feel her creamy white breast pressed against my chest my heart
begins pounding.
Alice then says " oh good your fever's gone down I'm glad to see that
you're okay."
As she stands up and help me back up to my feet, I look at the clock its
10:30 a.m. then Alice says "come out to the kitchen I made breakfast for
you."
We head out to the kitchen together on my, dining room table I see two
plates and I see a thing of strawberry pancakes with maple syrup poured on
them I sit down and grab my knife and fork and start cutting into the
pancakes.
In front of me to drink was a glass of orange juice, I drink the juice I
need the rest of my strawberry pancakes I grab my phone from my pocket the
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clock on the phone says 11:15 a.m. I told Alice that I would do the dishes
being she was so nice to clean my house.
She says okay and heads to the bathroom, I quickly wash the dishes and put
them up I head outside and start shoveling snow as I begin shoveling snow I
end up walking past the bathroom window which was wide open.
I could see the steam from the shower pouring, out of the window of the
bathroom I try to walk by quickly find myself stopping staring into the
window Alice was taking a shower.
I stood there again like a deer caught, in the Headlights of a car and just
like before I could see everything but this time more clearly I saw Alicea
creamy white breast hard pink nipple with the water dripping off of them I
could see her pussy with her pubic hair partially shaved around it.
I tried to look in a way but found I couldn't, so much as turn my head let
alone close my eyes what made things worse I can feel my dick stiffening up
again am I really some sick twisted pervert who likes watching his cousin
in the shower or when she masturbates?
Even though these thoughts were running, through my head I couldn't help
but stare I mean Alice had to notice me standing outside the bathroom
window.
But yet she still stood there taking a shower, rubbing her breast as the
soap and water ran down her breast and her cute little pussy after a while
she turns off a shower and begins getting dressed and I go back to
shoveling the snow.
After I got done shoveling the snow, I head back inside and head straight
to one of the guest rooms I remove all the boxes and other junk off the
guest bed I take it and place it in the hallway closet.
Why I was in the hallway closet I grabbed fresh, sheets and some quilts
from hall closet and put them in the guest bedroom as I begin my fight to
make up the guest bed Alice comes in and starts to help I go to tell her
that I can do it myself but she insisted on helping me anyways.
I decide to make some conversation, and ask Alice about UV College she
laughs as she tells me all about the college and her dorm she tells me
about the swimming pool and how she's on the swim team.
Then Alice asks me about my job, I told her about how I'm a writer for a
book company called the O'Hara Incorporation and that it's a great company
for people who are beginning out their careers in book writing.
I tell her how my boss is somewhat, of an asshole and how he likes to work
us hard into our fingers are bleeding some days she laughs at this I start
to laugh too but when she raises her head I can clearly see down her shirt
I noticed that she's not wearing a bra I quickly turn my head away and try
not to make it look awkward.
I quickly think of a new subject and tell her, " speaking about pools I
have a built-in pool in the house with a built-in heater if you feel like
going for a swim I mean."
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I quickly think to myself what the hell is wrong, with me it's the middle
of winter even with a built in heater in the pool there's no way she's
going to go for a swim even if it's inside the house what person in the
right mind brings a bathing suit in the middle of winter to someone's
house?
Then she says to me " yeah let's go first one I brought my bathing suit
just don't ask why I would bring a swimsuit to someone's house in the
middle of winter."
Chapter 3 truth or dare no rules no limits no boundaries.
I head into my room and grab me my swimming trunks, it's one of those easy
to open Velcro with a shoelace tie swimming trunks I felt so happy because
I thought I was the only one who like to swim in the winter I thought to
myself finally someone else who likes going swimming in the winter.
As I put my swimming trunks on then I head into the bathroom and grab two
towels, as I head back to the hallway Alice was stand in the hallway
dressed in a two piece swimsuit I can see her legs are silky smooth are
stomach just slightly around and the top half of her swimsuit just barely
covered her breast.
I hand her one of the towels and one of my heavy, jackets as we run to the
pool house once inside the pool house Alice and I take off our heavy
jackets then Alice starts to look around.
Then she asked " how big is this pool house?" I told her about 130 square
feet give or take she was amazed thanking her next question " how big and
deep is the pool?" That was another quick one I told her the pool was 12
feet across and 8 feet deep in the deep end and only 4.5 foot deep in the
shallow end.
That impressed her thanking her last question, " how deep is the jacuzzi?"
I told her that the jacuzzi was about 5 ft deep I noticed that she was
shivering in fact I could feel that it was cold as well I walk over to
where the thermostat is at.
It's been awhile since I messed with the three thermostat knobs one was
for, the pool one was for the jacuzzi and the other one warmed up the pool
house I turn the pool house temperature to even more 72Ã‚Â°.
Then I turn the pool temperature up to 60 degrees finally, I turned up the
jacuzzi to 54Ã‚Â° it was just warm enough first to go swimming and sit in
the jacuzzi Alice and I are both dive into the pool the water is so warm
and relaxing that I climb on top of my raft.
I begin relaxing on top of my raft when all of a sudden Alice flips, me
over and back into the pool she turns around with a big smile on her face I
knew she did it on purpose but two can play at that game as I begin chasing
after her in the pool she thinks she gots me beat but little does she know
aren't you used to be on a UV College men's swim team as I close the gap
between us pretty fast.
She's just about to reach the step to get out, of the pool when I wrap both
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of my hands around her and drag her straight into me one hand covering her
stomach the other hand covering her breast.
I drag her to the step and stand up and dragged, her out of the pool she
tried struggling to break free but I made sure to hold on to her as I
dragged her to the diving board then drag her onto the diving board she
looks at me with a smile I look back with a grin and then I say.
"If you have any last words to say I suggest you say them." She smiles and
says " do your worst." Then we both hold our breath as I backflip with her
in my arms wrapped around her as we go back into the pool I'm just before
we reach the bottom I release her and turn backup words towards the surface
of the pool.
With her right behind me heading to the surface as we reached, the surface
of the pool we both start laughing at least into I noticed that her top
half of her swimsuit that popped off and I could see her creamy white
breast and her heart pink nipples.
I quickly turn around and let her know that she was missing her top half,
of her swimsuit I could hear splashing reaching for the top half ever
swimsuit then I hear her swimming towards me but before I could do anything
she had already reached her arms around me and hugged me.
And even though she had her top back on still feel, her breast poking
against my back and even through the swimsuit I could feel her nipples
pressed against my back.
My heart and my chest was pounding at what felt at least a hundred miles an
hour then I feel her moving towards my ear with her mouth as she Whispers "
thank you for being a gentleman would you mind please giving me a piggyback
ride to the jacuzzi?"
I reply with " yeah sure why not." as I swam to the other end of the pool
with, her writing on my back and my heart pounding as fast as it was I
thought I was going to die as I can feel myself become aroused once again
then I could feel it my dick.
I starting to break a swimming trunks open in the front as my dick pushed,
against my trunks as we reach the jacuzzi Alice gets off my back and walks
into the jacuzzi I can finally breathe a sigh of relief now that her breast
and nipples are not poking against my back anymore.
As Alice calls me and tells me to jump in the jacuzzi with her, as I start
to relax again I do so I think to myself finally a quick chance to relax
nothing strange should happening in the jacuzzi I sat down on the opposite
end of Alice.
I close my eyes and tilt my head back can I hear Alice saying " hey John do
you want to play Truth or Dare with no rules no limits or no boundaries?" I
look at her and I gulp give her a little bit of a smile and say " sure that
sounds fun."
I can feel my heart pounding as she asked me truth or dare I pick truth,
she smiles at me and says "how did my tits feel when they were pressed
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against your back?"
I gulp again and try to say " oh a I didn't even notice that they were up
against my back." She smiles as she confronts me and says in reply " are
you sure you didn't feel anything?"
With my head going it down and with a sad sign I reply, "Yes I did fill
them pressed against my back." Then she replied " how did they make you
feel?" Once again with my head held down and a sad side I said " they felt
great." She smiled and said " I'm glad to hear that and thank you for being
honest with me."
It was now my turn as I said " truth or dare? Alice replies with "dare." I
dared her to take off her top of her swimsuit again she does it without
hesitation she asks me again " truth or dare?"
This time I said " dare." This time she dares me to remove my swimming
trunks I do so as I say to her " truth or dare?" She picks dare I I dared
her to sit in the middle of my lap she asks me again as she sits down in
the middle of my lap " truth or dare?"
I picked dare again she dares me to take, off her bottom of her bathing
suit I do so and as I do I feel my dick enter into her pussy.
Chapter 4 forbidden love.
I reply with " truth or dare?" Alice says with a smile on her face "
truth." I asked her with a return smile on my face how is my dick feeling
inside your pussy?" She replies by moving up and down on my dick.
Soon after we forget about the game altogether and focus on each other, are
breathing becomes one as we kiss our tongues going to each other's mouth I
seen her around and reinsert my dick into her pussy she lies back on the
cement licking her lips as my hard cock moves within her.
I gently bite down on her nipple and begins sucking on it she moans as I do
this, then I pull my cock out of her pussy and star licking the inside of
her thighs then my place my lips on her pussy licking her clit.
Alice moans again she cries out and says "fuck me John fuck hard as you can
I reinsert my Harden cock into her pussy moving back and forth I can now
feel my Cock becoming tighter inside of her pussy.
Then I feel it the moment of truth as I shoot my load of cum inside of her
pussy, the truth was she wanted this she wanted me and I knew I had to have
her as we head back into the house.
I see a man standing at my front door the man had, light brownish hair I
knew it wasn't one of my family members but what surprised me was who it
was that showed up at my front door.
I greeted the man his face and the face of a drunk, over possessive man the
first words out of the man's mouth wasn't hi but directed towards Alice "
so you filthy slut this is where I find you hiding from me."
I turned towards Alice and said " who is this stupid son of a bitch
standing at my front door?" Alice quickly replied as she hid behind me "
he's my drunken abusive ex-boyfriend David."
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David grind his teeth and said "you fucking cunt I told you on the court I
will be the one who decides when we are through you slut!" As he reached
for her I grabbed his arm and twist it behind his back and tell him "try
reaching for her again and I will break the only year fucking arm but your
God damn legs as well."
He replies with " who the fuck are you her new boyfriend?" I replied with
"Actually if you must know yes I am and if you don't get the fuck off my
property before I break your damn arms and legs capiche you son of a
bitch."
I pushed David away I watch him as he reaches into his pocket and pulls
out, a knife I take my hand and push Alice to get behind me as David.
Comes charging with a knife I step to the left grabbing David's arm, and
flipping them on his back then I took my right foot and stomped across his
arm you can hear the cracking sound as I broke his arm completely in half
David screams with pain.
As he yells "YOU MOTHER FUCKER YOU BROKE MY GODDAMN ARM!" I replied with
"didn't I tell you that if you didn't leave I was going to break your arm
you're the one who chose not to listen to me." I pick David up and walk him
to his truck.
I give him directions to the nearest hospital and wish him good luck, while
thinking to myself " I hate son of bitches like that because stupid
bastards like him always come back for more and usually bring friends."
I turned to Alice to see if she's okay her face, was filled with and
shocked look on it I look around to see what you staring at then I see what
it is the bastard had managed to get a good cut in I didn't even realize I
was bleeding into so Alice face.
We both walking to the house and I take off my jacket, and immediately
notice that if the cut was in any deeper what are pierced my lung I told
Alice we should get my first aid kit it only takes a minute to get the
first aid kit the first thing she gets out of the first aid kit is some
alcohol pads.
And now you're going to lie alcohol pads hurt like a son of a bitch then
Alice takes the sewing thread out of the first aid kit along with a needle
she disinfects the needle and then start stitching me up I'm not going to
lie about that either it hurt like hell.
But after being stitched up we called the police and report it what
happened, the officer who took the report wasn't too thrilled about me
breaking the guy's arm but at the same time the officer was glad that I
didn't kill him because you would have hated to write a report about a
self-defense killing then a self-defense arm break.
The officer did suggest that we leave the house though just in case he, was
stupid enough to come back can I can only think of one place that we could
stay and be safe.
My boss is Cabin in the mount I packed me a couple of suitcases and then
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Alice and I how can my car and drove off the mountains according to the GPS
we should have arrived there within 3 hours that was the good news the bad
news was my car was low on gas.
We stopped by a nearby gas station and I put $20 in the tank of my car, and
then we quickly get back on the road halfway up the mountain my car starts
making a strange sound I knew from what my uncle taught me it was a part of
the engine.
Then the engine starts to smoke and I had to stop the car and pulled over,
I called my AAA agent and tell him that we're broke down up in the
mountains and we need a tow travel agent says to me we can have a tow truck
out to you within an hour and a half.
I wake Alice and tell her what happened, Alice starts shivering as we have
to wait into the tow truck arrives but then she shivers more I bring that
close to me to share body heat and keep warm.
Alice presses her body against mine, we gaze into each other eyes and start
kissing our tongues press against each other as we start taking each others
clothes off Alice buttons my pants and begins to sucking my cock.
Her head moves up and down left to right as fire a wad of cum inside her
mouth she swallows my cum she see that my dick is still ready to go as and
she unzips her pants takes off both her panties put my dick in her pussy.
She begins Moving up and down rubbing her breast in my face, I start
sucking on her tits she then stands up and turns around I decide to try
something new I stick my dick in her asshole her asshole was nice and
tight.
As she begins to moan I grabbed her tits a massage them causing her moans
get louder I pull my dick out of her ass and put it back in her pussy and
with one final thrust I cum inside of her.
Chapter 5 a New years shower.
The tow truck was running late according, to the time of my phone it was
4:35 a.m. and the battery on my phone what's half dead but finally the tow
truck got there the driver immediately apologizes for being late some at
AAA gave him the wrong directions.
I told the tow truck driver that it was okay, I told him to just take us to
our destination and we should be fine the tow truck driver agreed until
it's up to the cabin the cabin add a garage where the tow truck driver
dropped us off at the front of the cabin before going the driver help me
push a car into the garage.
Alice head into the house before heading inside I asked the tow truck,
driver how much does this cost me he replied simply "nothing." I called AAA
to let them know the tow truck driver arrived and gave us a lift to where
we were heading the AAA agent apologize for the mix-up.
I told them everything was good after getting, off the phone with that
Triple AAA agent I had it inside the house inside the house it was already
warm and toasty Alice had a fire in the fireplace going.
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Before I unpack I called my boss to let him know we were staying at his
cabin I told him, why we were he told me it was fine he told me that he
sent up a maid to restock the cabin two days ago because he was planning on
taking a trip himself but at the last second canceled.
Before hanging up my boss told me that the maid would, probably be stopping
by there to clean the house I told him that was okay after that my boss
hung up and before going to bed I placed two more logs on the Fire and then
close the fire shutter Alice and I fell asleep I main bedroom holding each
other.
It was 10:
by the name of Chelsea her and Alice sat and chat a while why I went
outside and begin work on the car lucky for me and only took me an hour to
find out what the problem was and I had just the right part to fix it which
took me another hour to do anything else I know I would have had to take it
to a mechanic.
But finally after the two hours it took done working on the damn car and
covered in oil and grease and apparently somewhere goop that smell but I
was happy I was done nonetheless now I need it was a hot shower to warm me
up and make it smell better.
Alice and Chelsea the maid were still sitting in the living room, chatting
it up I decided I wouldn't bug them especially since I smelled I headed
straight for the shower as I turn on the shower and beginning taking off my
clothes.
I stick my arm in to see if the shower is warm enough yet it I yank my arm
back the water was still cold but why I turned it too hot I put my dirty
clothes on and turn off the shower head back outside to check out why the
shower is cold?
I soon discovered why apparently the pilot light for the water heater was
out I thought to myself well that's another thing I have fix but at least
this one will be quick and easy I go over to the water heater and look
where the pilot light should be to my surprise it wasn't old fashioned
pilot light not with gas but wood I guess that figures being my boss is an
old fashion bastard.
Lucky for me on the other side of the house, there's a woodpile and some of
it was chopped up enough to throw in the Berner underneath the water heater
I took three of the larger pieces of wood and place them underneath the
water tank and started a fire then I closed the fire laid underneath water
tank and headed back into the house.
I had back inside Alice and Chelsea the maid are nowhere to be seen I
figured they were cleaning the house I head back towards the bathroom I
hear the shower I see the door is opening slightly I figured it must be
Alice I could hear the shower running I decided since I was planning on
taking a shower anyways I just go right in and join her.
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I look around make sure Chelsea the maid doesn't see me as I strip off my
clothes in front of the bathroom I had it but when I get in the bathroom
unexpected surprised it wasn't just Alice it was Chelsea the maid with her
I watched it Alice licked Chelsea's pussy and listen to this Chelsea moans
Alice turns her head towards me with a smile as she signals me.
To come and join them as I get close Alice, tells me to suck on Chelsea's
nipples I do so as Alice stick her fingers from her left hand into
Chelsea's pussy and her fingers from her right hand into her own pussy as
Alice starts moaning she says to Chelsea suck on my cousin's John's Big
hard dick.
Chelsea gets on her knees and start sucking my hard cock, and she does this
me and Alice start to kiss as I massage both of her breasts Alice and
Chelsea both moan then Chelsea stands up and places my cock into her pussy
and I start moving up and down inside of her Alice start sucking on
Chelsea's tits.
Chelsea moans louder she cums all over my dick I pull my cock out of her
pussy and stick it in to Alice's pussy Alice pussy is nice and wet s Alice
cums on my dick I cum inside of her and then I pull out and go back into
Chelsea's pussy and cum again it's time in Chelsea's pussy as Chelsea and
Alice moans start echoing in the bathroom.
I pull my dick out and shoot another wod of my cum, across their chest
their pussys dripping wet with my cum and them and myself still wanting
more as we turned off the shower and move to the bedroom I feel my heart
racing with both of theirs as they laid on the bed I fucked them both
finally after two and a half hours I having sex.
We all three passed out and 4 hours later after I had woken up I could, see
both of them still sleeping I decided to go into the kitchen and make
dinner lucky for me we had all the right ingredients to make spaghetti 30
minutes later Alice gets up and comes to the kitchen she helps me make the
spaghetti.
After another 30 minutes Chelsea wakes, up Chelsea starts cleaning the
house even though it's so late in the evening as I finish up cooking the
rest of the spaghetti Alice and Chelsea set the table we sit down and eat
our spaghetti after dinner I do the dishes Alice and Chelsea head out the
front door.
It doesn't take too long for Alice to come back inside, I look at my phone
I can't believe that was already 10:45 p.m. Alice and I decided to stay at
the cabin into New Year's Eve being it was only 3 more days away.
Chapter 6 the last firework and heading back to the dorm.
New Year's Eve Alice and I have now been together for almost a week now,
we've now had sex 37 times here at the cabin and the knife wound on my
chest it's almost completely healed without leaving much was scar.
Alice and I are so happy and every now and then Chelsea joins us, in our
happiness but I knew our happiness couldn't last long because Alice would
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be leaving me and going back to her College dormitory.
Which meant that we would soon have to leave the cabin I could feel the
sadness, building up within me and I could see it building up within Alice
and I knew from the bottom of my heart I am in love with my cousin Alice
and I knew even if she didn't go back to her dormitory into my Family's
religion we could never be.
But spite all that we were feeling and all the religion we didn't let that,
come between us Alice and I have already broken past the point of religion
but what I was unsure of could we break past the point of our family in
that I was afraid in that I was unsure of going against religion what's one
thing.
But going against family that was going to be harder than religion, and we
both know it but we both knew we can let that phase us not tonight not on
New Year's Eve we both had each other at least for this last night.
Alice and sat in the living-room Chelsea joins us as we get ready for the
final countdown, a knock comes to the door I get up to check who's at the
door I look through the peephole but no one's there I latched the door and
walk away I sit back on the couch in between the girls.
Who then start Reaching Across to each other can I come around when Alice,
sex in the middle of my lap and Chelsea Guinness to pull down her pants and
panty and against taking off my pants and boxer and insert my cock into
Alice's pussy.
Then Chelsea start licking my cock and Alice's pussy together then Chelsea
start sucking on my balls I can't help but to ejaculate early then without
warning Alice and Chelsea switch spots I felt like they're playing some
sort of game and for some reason I was the prize.
And this time it was Chelsea's turn to ride my dick, as it was a bull but
there's one thing they forgot this toy likes to play too and the only prize
I want is Alice so I grab Chelsea's nipples and give them a twisted she
moens extra loud but she cries out not fair Two Against One.
As Alice sucks on Chelsea's clit I stand up Alice start sucking, on my
balls I've done this part already and know-how to turn the tables as I
pulled out Chelsea and pick up Alice and turned her upside down and lick
her pussy Alice star moaning as she says.
"Wait John your...your... you're not supposed to join into
the...mmm...the...MMM...the game it's ...aaa...only supposed to be...OOO!!!
Between me and... Chelsea!!! I replied with I knew that you two were
playing some sort of game well I want to play too as I put Alice back down
and went back.
To Chelsea and said "this toy likes to be played with but also likes to
play." I put my cock inside Chelsea is an asshole and move in and out of it
Alice join back in the fun as she licks Chelsea's ass and my dick Chelsea
cums on Alice's face and all over my Dick I pull out of Chelsea's ass and
shove my Dick into her pussy and cum inside it.
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And after we were done the fireworks went off as loud as they could be,
Alice and Chelsea are both satisfied as they laid on top of each other they
called the game a draw but no one was more satisfied that myself because I
had own the game.
And choose to claim my prize which was me Cumming into Alice's pussy again
and I enjoy it to the max and Alice enjoy it to as she turned and smiles at
me but then the smile on your face leaves and turns into one of Terror.
I turn around to see what she staring at but before I can see anything, I
was knocked unconscious when I wake up it's 2:30 a.m. but I can't move my
arms and legs are tied I think they are tied to something or someone else
Blood starts trickling into my eye.
And I smell smell of gas why why is the smell, of gas filling up the room?
I tried to turn my head to see what or who I'm tied up against I can barely
make out who it is but then a voice says "oh look you just woken up in time
for the after party."
I knew by the Voice who it was and in reply I said " David you son of a
bitch where's Alice you Goddamn bastard!" David replies "Like told the
filthy cunt we're not through yet and do I say we're through she's sitting
in the trip my brother oh yeah one more thing you call me a dirty bastard
when you've had filthy incest with your own cousin."
Then David says "You and this other filthy whore deserve to die, & burn in
hell but the thing is I can't just kill you guys I have to make it look
like an accident and what an accident it will be two people get drunk and
accidentally light a firework in the house it quickly catches on fire and
they're burnt alive."
Reply to David with " you're forgetting one thing how do you explain the
ropes tied around my and Chelsea's hands let alone our feet and plus you're
and your Brother's fingerprints are over the cabin the police are not
stupid enough to believe this is an accident."
David smirks and as in reply " what fingerprints?" As he waves a hand with
a globe on it in front of my face and starts to walk away lighting a match
as he leaves the cabin throws it on the floor I watches the flames slowly
build around us Chelsea and I struggle to get free from the ropes.
After 3 minutes of struggling Chelsea and I manage that for your hands, of
the ropes or quick to entire feet as we run to the back of the cabin and
jump out the window after you run to the front of the cabin we see David
running to his truck his brother holding Alice at knifepoint.
I take my hand and make the blood from my eye I called 9-1-1 and tell them
about, the fire at the cabin and tell him that two Mad Men kidnapped my
Cousin Alice and holding her at knifepoint I get into my car and start the
engine and start chasing after them.
Chapter 7 protecting the one you love.
I drove down the mountain chasing after them I could hear the fire trucks,
and the police cars coming up the mountain towards us how to making sure
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that these son of bitches weren't going to hurt Alice as we reach the
midsection of the mountain the police had a blocked off and I was right
behind them blocking them from turning around the police began talking
through the loudspeaker.
Police demanded that David and his brother let his hostage go and to step
out of the vehicle, they did one half of what the police officer said they
stepped out of the vehicle holding the knife to Alice's throat David and
his brother said " you damn pigs won't shoot us you have to shoot through
the hostage first."
I stepped out of my car and said " hey David you goddamn fucking pussy why
don't you and your pussy ass brother let Alice go and face me!" David
turned around he starts to grind his teeth their replies like a madman.
"You...you this is all your fault I should have just killed you myself!" I
replied to David " well mother fucker here's your second chance you want to
go another round with me I mean hell I'm already injured but I think I can
still take your punk ass you and your pussy ass brother."
David took his knife out his pocket and as I predicted his brother pulled,
The Knife away from Alice's throat I also knew that what the cars in the
way and because I was in the line of fire there's nothing the police could
really do.
I wasn't about to back down not from this fight as Alice ran over to the
police, both David and his brother circle around me I watch their every
move and wait to see what they do next the good thing was one of David's
arms was already in a cast it just meant I had to put the other one there
too I'm on my way both brothers legs.
David's brother was the first to make the move I quickly Dodge him grabbing
him, on the back of his T-shirt turning him around and slamming him
head-first into with front door of my car followed by him kick to the back
of his leg.
Then I quickly turn around barely dodging David but before I can make a
second, move David turned around and pointed the knife towards me David
steps towards me Swinging a knife at me I quickly take three steps back I
watch David make sure never to take my eyes off him or his knife.
But thank God David was too focused on me to notice that the police, had
surrounded him and tackled him to the ground the officer who was in charge
of the arrest told us that David had an informant in the police department
that told him where we would be staying.
Come to find out was the same officer who took our report the day after
Christmas when David first showed up, to my doorstep it was no surprise
there officer-in-charge gave us the option to press charges on David and
his brother and the officer that have gave them the address I'm where we
will be staying it was safe to say we press charges on everyone who was
involved.
After the police had left Alice and I went back to the cabin with the fire
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department, the firefighters did their best to put out the fire but
unfortunately there was nothing that they could do I called my boss and
told him the unfortunate news his reply to me was he was just glad all 3 of
us were safe.
We took Chelsea back to her house were she gave us some clothes to change
into lucky enough for me her brother and I are the same size in clothing
and her and Alice we're just the same size as well but I already knew that
we then head over to the hospital.
Where Chelsea and I where are examined and treated for second-degree burns,
the doctor told me that if David or his brother would have hit me and
closer to the temple I would have been dead the doctor was fairly impressed
that had went out David had a knife I came out with a small cut once again
I like the last one this one didn't need stitches.
I told the doctor that this was the one New Year's I was never going to
forget, when he asks why all I did was look at Alice Chelsea none of us
were seriously injured the doctor let us go but Alice and I felt bad for
Chelsea though because technically she was out at the job.
But then Alice had a brilliant idea to let Chelsea work for me about, it
wasn't bad idea at all as we said our goodbyes the Chelsea, Alice and went
home but when we get home all of our family was waiting at the house for us
and that when Alice and I knew it was over and had to stop being lovers and
start only being cousins again.
Part of me felt this was the best for everyone if no one knew what we did,
and what had happened then everything would be okay but the other half of
me new after everything Alice I have been through all the fun we had all
the long nights of making love we did both by ourselves and with Chelsea
would never be the same.
So we did what we thought was best we only told half of the story, and kept
the other half to ourselves two weeks went by and Alice left for her
dormitory and I went back to work like I always had it was hell but like
always I survived just knowing that Alice was at her collage dormitory.
A month later I got a call from the courthouse Alice, Chelsea and I where
to testify David his brother and the officer that told them where we were
at all three of us met at the courthouse and we testified about everything
that had happened well everything but what we did together.
After a week went by David his brother and the officer who had told them
where we were at, was tossed in jail for giving out police info and given a
life sentence for attempted murder kidnapping and arson and for the officer
aiding an attempted murder kidnapping and arson I'm safe to say that the
officer was fired.
But David wasn't done as the three of them were being dragged out the
courthouse David grabs the bailiffs gun and turns towards Alice and fires I
jumped in the way taking the bullet in my chest.
Chapter 8 live or die it's been one Wild Ride.
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I was laying on the courtroom floor bleeding out I could hear the judge
Yell "restrain that man an call for paramedics now!" All the while laying
on the floor I can still hear Alice screaming and crying "John don't die!"
Then everything Fades to Black and I lose consciousness several minutes
later I wake up in the back of the ambulance truck I could hear the sirens
blazing around me paramedic telling me " sir need to keep awake sir how
many fingers am I holding up?"
I struggled to get the words out starting to have a hard time breathing, I
found myself choking on my own blood but through all of what's going on I
still here Alice crying saying "John please don't die I love you and I need
you." I start thinking to myself live or die doesn't matter because through
it all I have no regrets and it's been one hell of a ride.
I start to fade unconscious again I see bright light in my unconsciousness,
and I hear the familiar voice of my grandmother "Hi John what do you think
you're doing way up here it's not time for you to leave just yet you still
have too much to do on Earth."
I reply "grandma I've done... something terrible I've sinned against God
and against the family." My grandma's voice kind replies " my grandchild
you have not sinned against nobody God forgives you God knows your heart
before I had died I always told you that's always giving us two things in
life our free will to think and our hearts I think freely for us."
Then my grandmother goes on to say " God loves you and he knows your heart,
your heart chose to love your cousin so much that you couldn't be without
her that you were willing to protect her not once but three times and even
on the third time you are willing to give your life for her God wishes that
all of his children on Earth would be willing to sacrifice themselves for
their fellow humans.
" Tears start to roll down my face as I begin to cry then I fell jolt of
lightning, going to my chest and I hear another voice the voice of God say.
" silly child of man you're my silly child of man for when I created man I
wanted man to love each other as you have loved your cousin and I now
return you to your life with these words of mine protect the ones you love
and never let them go."
I waking 3 hours later in the hospital with tubes down my throat and my,
chest hurting but patched up and hold my hand was Alice as she had tears
going down her face I gently took my hand and patted her on the head she
turns her head upwards in her eyes stare into my eyes then she calls for a
doctor who rushes in with three nurses.
The doctor slowly takes the tubes out of my throat I try to speak, I find
it hard to talk the doctor says " take it easy there give your voice a
chance to come back just like you did." I knew when the doc said that I
must have died the doctor confirm that when he told me that was dead for
approximately 3 hours told me that they just had given up hope of Reviving
me when I came from the dead.
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The doctor told me I would still have to remain in the hospital do to the
bullet wound, but I could have visitors I smiled and thanked him in a
whispering voice and I'm still having a hard time talking 4 days went by as
bullet wound on my chest begin to hell up Alice came to see me on occasion
when there weren't any doctors or nurses around she gave me a little bit of
a cock tease.
Then a week went by and I had to go through some therapy to walk, at first
it was hard the movie when 3 feet I would run out of breath quickly but
after a while I started getting the hang of it another week went by but
soon I was able to control my breathing and I was running around the
hospital driving the doctors and nurses crazy it was almost finally time
for me to leave the hospital the last week Alice and I spent the whole day
together.
On my last day in the hospital Alice spent the day playing doctor, as she
lift shirt and I checked her heartbeat and since the nurses weren't
scheduled to come in for a while I took the rest of her body as well as she
took the rest of her clothes and I took my thermometer and checked her
temperature with it the thermometer read hot as I put into the patients
mouth then pulling it out again I decided it would be better to go for a
core temperature.
In the other mouth the thermometer read hot as the up mouth I moved the
thermometer in and out of my patients other mouth thermometer began to
swell incinerate the thermometer burst open overflowing inside the
patient's mouth as she stood up I told my patient Maybe I should check you
for breast cancer took my thermometer and put it in between her breast and
told her this is the new way as doctors check for breast cancer she rubs
her breast and down my thermometer the thermometer temperature rises and
soon explodes both all over her breast and her face.
The next day I was a released from the hospital and I thought to myself, as
I reached the front door to my house man oh man it feels good to be home as
Alice and I were greeted by Chelsea who had dinner on the table waiting for
us for dinner Chelsea cooked chili cheese burgers with some chili cheese
fries after eating dinner I asked Chelsea " what's for dessert?"
Chelsea clears off the table and Alice undresses and says.
" here's your dessert eat up." Chelsea pores whipped cream on the desert,
Chelsea and I start liking the whip cream off of my dessert we start with
the inside of the desert and work our way out the desert begins to moan I
said " hey wait a second there's something funny about this desert it's
able to talk I wonder if I put my baster into the desert what would
happened?"
Chelsea replies I don't know but let me try washing the baster off first
Chelsea sticks the base in her wash bucket and two rags then I say well I
didn't know I had a new washer machine as well let's give it a spin Hey
look my washing machine is cleaning the desert from the bottom and what's
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this both my dessert and my new washing machine are making a strange noise
it sounds a lot like moaning."
Oh my baster is filling up with liquid inside my washing machine, I think
my basters going to relieve itself inside my washing machine oh no the
washing machine has an overflow and suds are pouring out I decide to take
my baster and check the desert with it I think to myself ha that's strange
according to my basters thermometer it's hot in this desert maybe I should
shake around inside the desert oh wait I see now my desserts a funnel cake
well that means I'm just going to have to add the cream filling to it.
So it looks like I may have over filled the funnel cake then I look at
Alice's breast as milk comes out of them and I say " these two cupcakes
have cream filling pouring out of them." I suck on Alice's nipples feeling
her breast milk pouring into my mouth Chelsea grabs ahold of the other
breast and begins sucking on it after cuming inside Alice for a second
time.
I pull out and stick my dick back into Chelsea's pussy and that's when I
noticed, Chelsea's nipples start to lactate as well I knew from that point
that both women we're pregnant and it was the most happiest feeling that I
could feel in that moment for nothing beats the feeling of knowing one is
about to become a father the end part 1.
One last thing all the characters in the story are fictional characters.
Confession Of Forbidden Love Part 2
Chapter 9 a new beginning.
Alice and Chelsea sit in the living room discussing a plans for the two new
bundles of joy that would be born, to our family and where they were com I
was a living wreck I knew the two women would make great Mothers why would
I be a great father or better yet what do I tell him my children when they
grow up?
Do I even deserve to be a father with all the stuff that's happened and the
things I have done, I have two wives and one of them being my cousin I
admit I'm in love with Alice but what about Chelsea she was not anyone.
That we knew except for she was the maid and my boss's cabin, I mean don't
get me wrong I do like her but how does she truly feel about me I mean I
know she like Alice and I know Alice loves me in return but what about
Chelsea.
Is it possible for a man to love two women is it possible for two women to
love one man? I love how we have fun with sex but can live together and
raise two kids and what will happens when our kids become older and ask us
why is there two mommies and one daddy?
All these questions are running through my mind, and I try to answer myself
but nothing comes up I feel like I'm being torn apart and we still haven't
told our family that Alice's pregnant we know Chelsea's family will be
thrilled but mine and Alice's family well ours believe incest is it against
God.
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And that's without sing a incest child is against God as well but I no
longer believe, that not after what happen to me after all we've been
through I now question how can any love be forbidden cousin love just one
big thing even in the Bible it says Love Thy Neighbor as you would
yourself.
So doesn't that mean love is love no matter who it's with maybe that's, the
answer I've been looking for because I can't see myself living any other
way now I have to love both of them equally.
8 months later Alice and Chelsea both go into labor at the same time the
paramedics came and took him straight to the hospital I arrived at 2:30 pm
after I got a call at work eye doctor by the name of kurumi told me I was a
father out of two babies girls and both mothers we're doing fine I head
over to the nursery.
A nurse greets me she shows me which babies are mine I see how beautiful
both of my children look like their mothers and I so happy but then a dr.
Comes and gets me he says that I need to head to room 306 were Alice is
supposed to be recuperating I ask why?
His reply "I'll tell you when we get there it's an emergency." I follow the
doctor, to room 306 when we reach the room a heil of flying objects come
flying out of the room I quickly run inside ducking and dodging the flying
objects and see why they're flying.
Alice was throwing them at her our aunt and a social worker I walk over to,
calm down Alice before I can get close my aunt Dottie stops me and slapped
me across the face then my aunt Dottie says to me "John how could you be so
disgusting and have sex with your cousin lucky for you my sister Alice's
mother."
"She would have beaten the shit out of you pig." I've become rather angry I
want my other aunt is saying and an anger I reply " who the fuck are you
Aunt Dottie to slap me across the face?" I knew my Dottie was Reign about 1
part my aunt Dolores would have been angry with me and Alice.
But I also knew that my Aunt Dolores was much like my grandmother, that she
would have told us that it was ok we didn't do anything wrong our hearts
can't help who we love and that's where Alice's mother we're the same at
because my aunt Dottie Clash heads with my Dolores.
Where's my aunt Dottie who didn't allow any of my cousins to come and see,
my grandmother on her death bed and my aunt Dottie took every penny that my
grandmother owned and kept it for herself she didn't even share single
penny with my other aunts and uncles.
But the one thing I can figure out was who told my aunt Dottie that my
cousin Alice was pregnant the first place let alone I was the father
because the last I heard no one in the family talk to her not after what
she did.
And as far as I know she wasn't on the list of emergency contacts, and
because the social worker was there I knew that she was trying put up mine
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Alice's child for adoption I talked to the social worker after yelling at
my aunt Dottie and asking the doctors kindly remove her from the hospital
premises and not to let her back in.
As I figured the social worker wise more than reasonable and in all the
confusion, the social worker explained that he was told that my cousin was
raped and she wanted to give up the baby I explained to the social worker
what was true and that we wanted to keep our baby the social worker didn't
have any problem with that.
Then the social worker asked ' what about the other woman the one named,
Chelsea?" I replied "what do you mean?" The social worker said " I was told
that she had given birth as well to another round belonging to you as
well." I replied with the truth " "yes she did give birth to my second
child at the same time as Alice is there something wrong with that?" Social
worker replied with " not really but how do you plan on taking care of both
of your children?"
I said in reply to the social worker " both women live with me I take care,
of both of them already and I will keep taking care of them and my
children." The social worker then said " well I'm glad to hear that then
you don't mind if we send another one of our social workers to your house
and observe how you take care of yourself and both of the women along with
the children."
I told the social worker it wouldn't be a problem it was free to send, the
other social worker to our house the last thing the social worker wise that
the other social worker that was going to be coming to our house would be
staying with us for up to 3 months I told him that would be fine.
Chapter 10 three women one man.
A entire month has passed since the social worker told me that he was,
going to send another social worker to our house but still we have not seen
hide nor hair of this other social worker I've even checked with the social
worker office so far all I've been told is they should arrive soon.
The next day as we are feeding our children the door bell rang I go to see,
who it is I look to the peephole I see a woman with brown hair and green
eyes I open the door and ask who she is she replies with "hi my name is
Kayla Fisher from the social Network I'm here to evaluate you and your
household To make sure that your house has the proper home environment, for
raising children."
I replied with "oh yes Miss Fisher please come in we've been waiting for
you for some quite some time now we were beginning to think that you guys
have forgotten us." Her reply was about what I expected with no and sorry
there was no one that really wanted to take the case is what she told us
just because one child wears and incest child and the other well let's just
say everyone has their opinion.
As annoyed as I was I told myself I don't care what other people think, it
doesn't matter what other people say are going to say or what they're going
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to think either all that matters is Alice Chelsea and I prove that we can
provide great loving safe home for our children and just because we are
women and a man even if one of those women happens to be my cousin doesn't
make us unfit parents.
I knew all we need to do is prove it to this social worker she's our only
hope, the first thing I did we show the social worker the room she would be
staying in the second thing was showing her were the two women sleep and
both children slept at and finally I showed social worker where I slept at.
The social worker replied with " that's strange I assumed that you and the
two, women slept in the same room." I told her that after the children are
born the women decided they would stay by our children's side she ask me
why I stained by the sign of the women or the children I explained to her
that my snoring was loud enough it could wake the Dead.
Her reply was first and laugh which I figured it would be so later on that
night, I cook dinner we had for dinner mashed potatoes and gravy and as the
women took care of the dishes for the night I fed the babies of course me
and the babies ended up having a food fight by the time I got through
feeding them the social worker was amused by what she saw a father who was
feeding his children got covered more with the food then the children got
in their mouth.
I guess it was a bit of a hilarious site then came time to give the babies
their bath, that too was Adventure as the children love the water and began
splashing by the time I got out of the bathroom with them I looked like I
had just taking a shower once again this social worker was amused by this
when came to putting the babies to bed Alice Chelsea sing them to sleep the
social worker took video documents of all three of these incidents.
After both of the women went to bed the social worker set with me and told
me, " so far so good everything looks fine even though it looks like you
lost the war in the kitchen with feeding the babies and halfway drowned
yourself giving them a bath that was actually what we were hoping to see."
The social worker explain at the evaluation was going rather smoothly, I
checked the time on the clock it was 7:35 p.m. headed off to bed and before
I knew it I had fallen asleep in my dreams I saw Alice unzipping my pants
then Chelsea joins as Alice start licking my cock Chelsea places her breast
on my dick after Alice moves then the two of them give a hand gesture for
the sign come in.
The person that came in why is social worker Kayla she says "is there room,
for one more?" As she begins removing her clothes slowly she takes off her
top coat first then slowly unbuttons her shirt and she starts rubbing her
hands up and down her stomach.
Seeing this causes me to become aroused even further then what Alice, and
Chelsea have done Alice says " oh and you're making me so jealous." He then
walks over to Kayla and begins placing two of het fingers in Kayla's mouth
and then thinks her other hand and rub Kayla's Pussy Chelsea walks over and
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joins Kayla and Alice by sucking on Kayla's tits.
Kayla starts moaning I finally can't take anymore of it as I go to join, I
fall out of bed and wake up I think to myself why do I keep having these
dreams of sex I'm really not satisfied or is it just I'm that horny either
way I have to go use the restroom I look at the clock it's 1:30 a.m. I had
down the hall the bathroom and I knows the lights on.
But this time bathroom door ain't open just a crack it's open all the way,
unlike before this time I hear the sound of moaning coming from the
bathroom but this moaning sound it's different from Alice and Chelsea's
moans this moaning came from someone else I tiptoed to the bathroom and I
peak my head into the bathroom.
And to my surprise I see Kayla laying on the floor completely naked, if her
left hand deep inside her pussy in her right hand rubbing squeezing her
breasts and then twisting her nipple my cock starts becoming hard I tried
to back away slow when I hear Kayla call out my name "John please don't go
join me I can't stop thinking about you."
I get ready to turn when Alice come out of her's and Chelsea's room and
says "John we may as well join her she wants to fuck you and I'm feeling
pretty horny self. I watch as Alice join Kayla in the bathroom and I hear
them both slapping their pussies together I pick my head is in the bathroom
again Alice and Kayla scissoring each other I can't take it anymore.
I give up what little sanity I have left enjoying them Alice pulls down my
boxer and begins sucking on my balls as Kayla put my dick inside her mouth
both women move back and forth and up and down then Kayla says please John
stick your long hard cock in my pussy and fuck me."
Alice sucks on Kayla's tits and stick my dick into Kayla's pussy her pussy,
was sopping wet then Kayla tells me lay on the floor and I'll show you how
we ride in Texas I lay down on the floor as I do Alice put's pussy on my
face as Kayla wiggle hips pushing back and forth and I continue licking
Alice's pussy even after she cums in my face.
Chapter 11 David escapes from prison.
As l Alice and Kayla begin to switch positions I thought to myself how
lucky, am I not to have one but 3 women make to love to as I stick my dick
between both of the women's pussies and Fire a wad of my cum between them
Alice turns her head and says " you wouldn't happen to have any more rounds
left in that six shooter of yours would you Sheriff?"
I reply with " you better believe I do." As I plunge my six shooter
straight into the cavern of Kayla as I fire 3 rounds into the cavern Kayla
comes out with her hands raised and says "you got me Sheriff ." As my hot
led comes pouring out of her. Then I turn to Blackfoot Alice and fire
couple of rounds into her she says " I Surrender Sheriff I'll be a good one
for now on please don't shoot me any more."
I reply with "I guess I could let you off the hook or what about your
partner ice water vein Kayla well she come, along quietly?" Kayla replies
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with I surrender to sheriff please don't use your six shooter on me anymore
I'll be a good woman as well." Then both other women Mosey on back to their
cells as the sun rises I stood there gazing into the sun rise and with a
long stretch and a yawn I'm losing my way back into my Sheriff's Office for
a long good rest.
Just as I start to drift off to sleep I take one last look at the clock the
time read, 5:30 a.m. as I fall back to sleep around 2 hours later I wake up
head out to the kitchen and start making breakfast I've decided to make
eggs bacon and toast for breakfast with four glasses of cranberry juice
thanks everybody's play around the table.
The women head to the kitchen and start eating then the two babies wake up,
and Alice and Chelsea go back into the room and bring the two babies back
out and start feeding them as I begin cleaning the dishes into the phone
starts ringing I quickly put my dishes down that I'm washing and answer it.
Phone call came from the jail house David escaped late last night,
apparently David had some help from the inside he apparently made a friend
with a local cartel crime Lord apparently according to the officer I was
talking to on the phone the crime Lord was about to be killed off by
arrival crime gang member the short point of it the officer said " he's
coming after you and your family and anyone who gets in his way."
I didn't fear for my own life but for the lives of the others I wasn't
about, to let some psycho hell-bent on getting his way harm my family but
at the same time I knew I wasn't no match for people from the cartels if
they were to show up here I had only one choice if I was going to protect
my family I would need help and that meant asking one person I would have
rather not called.
And that one person happened to be my father I was a proud member, of the
church but he was also I'm a murderer of the Hell's Angels but that was not
the reason I didn't want to talk to him on the contrary the reason I didn't
want to talk to him was because was because he hated that I have become a
writer for a company that trash mouth motorcycle gangs.
I knew if we were to survive I would have to swallow my pride and ask him
for help, so the first thing I do after hanging up the phone is give my
father call lucky for me his number hadn't changed after all these years as
I hear his machine pick up and listen to his outcome voicemail say "you've
reached holy man dog Ryan leave a message after the beep brother and I will
get back to you as soon as I can."
Beep... I leave a quick little message into his machine saying " hi Dad I
know it's been awhile since I've talked to you but unfortunately I need
your help." Just as I'm about to hang up I here him pick up the phone and
hear him say "Hello John what's wrong why are you calling?" I take a long
deep breath and rolling my eyes to the back of my head.
Then I reply with " look dad I have to head up to Colorado for a while
with, my family get away from a crazy person who has ties to the cartel."
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My dad's response annoys me when he says " I thought you said you were a
big boy now that you could handle yourself on your own now you come crying
back to dear old dad and save you and your family give me one good reason
why I should help you."
I swallow my pride and and reply with " so I guess this means you don't
want to get to see your grandchildren I mean I do want them to meet there
grandfather but if you're not interested..." he stops me in mid-sentence
and says " wait are you trying to say you made me and your mother
grandparents." I knew when he responded like that I could tell him what
happened and that he would do everything in his power to protect us.
So I told him to sit down and told him the whole story and I mean the
whole, story after I got through explaining to him we sat in silence on the
phone for 10 minutes then he starts laughing as he says " so wait you're
telling me and that what started out with one hot and heavy sexual
experience for you got you three women...Hahaha!!! Now that's funny." I
tell him that it's no joke. He replies with.
" I never said I didn't believe you John however I do find it funny that
for someone, who never liked to get in trouble as a kid growing up you're
sure finding a shit ton of it now." I was Crossed but controlling my anger
I say to him " so Dad will you take us in because I don't want my family to
be killed." He replies with sure son bring all three women and the two
babies I'm pretty sure that me and the boys.
Can protect you and your family after that we hung up and I got everybody,
to pack their stuff and we took a trip up to Colorado I'm waiting to we got
to Colorado to tell Alice Chelsea and Kayla what was going on and why we
were headed to Colorado.
Chapter 12 staying with Dad
Thanks my GPS we arrived at my father's around 2:30 p.m. I knock on the
door, at my dad's house my father's dogs greet us at the door their names
Bonnie and Clyde named after the famous gangsters Clyde is a Pitbull
friendly as all get-out without a mean bone in his body Bonnie German
Shepherd and she is one of the sweetest dogs that wouldn't hurt a fly the
two dogs love being petted as they sat down outside with us on the porch.
Finally 12 minutes later my father steps out of his door stretches, and
says "now where's my grandbabies?" Kayla looks at me and says in a
whispering voice " maybe you were adopted as a kid." My father turns around
and says " madam do I look like I have something in my ears because I ain't
just deaf yet even with your Whispering I can hear pretty damn good."
I decide to stand up and greet my dad the way we normally occur each other,
with me reaching out to shake his hand and him pulling me in for a hug I've
always hated his hugs because he's always slapped me on the back it's
always annoys me but I've always found it funny when he does it his dogs
bite him on his ass.
But afterwards my dad brings us all inside and we sit down for lunch the
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woman, go and sit in the Parlor as dad and me sit down and catch up dad
asks me one question after another I think to myself this is another reason
why I don't go and visit the old man because instead of just asking a few
simple questions he has to go and make it where he has to ask half 100
dozen questions.
And not just one at a time he asks you them all at once like if he's an
interrogation, that is the one thing I've bin annoyed the most with him
even though my dad is part of the Hell's Angels and he's a preacher the
worst part is he's also police officer and every question they ask you is
an interrogation question which makes me after a while respond to him with
Fuck Hitler which I do in a weird German voice.
And he denies it when I leave but I swear to you I always hear him laugh
after, I've done it and it royally pisses me off that's one of the major
reasons I stopped coming to see him and stop talking to him besides the
fact that the company I work for trashmouth biker gangs and once again he
does it and I Stomp off and start going for a walk about 2 hours later
after coming down I returned to his house I see my father playing with both
of the children he has the world's biggest smile on his face.
Alice is sitting in the kitchen talking with Chelsea and Kayla I tried to
sneak, past everybody and head to my old room on my father calls out to me
and says " hey John before you head to your room you should go visit your
mom." I take a deep breath and releasing a heavy sigh as I head into my
parents room there in a box my father's nightstand was my mother's ashes I
walk over to my Mom's ashes and say " hi Mom I'm back I'm sorry I stayed
gone so long I've just been busy taken care of a few things I want you to
know your grandmother with two beautiful grandbabies."
Alice walks in and places her hand on my back my mother died 3 years, ago
she lost her life to you lung cancer my mom was a kind old woman who always
gave the shirt off her back two people that needed it my mom was
german-irish I guess that's where I get some my temper from even though my
father is Mexican Italian my father never drink do after my mother died but
he's held on to both of their wedding rings since the day she passed away.
Then Alice says " I know you were my aunt first but ever since I've fallen,
in love with John I've enjoyed his company even though he didn't recognize
me when we first met he has shown me what a good relationship truly is and
I thank you for that Aunt Victoria." Then Chelsea walks in and walks to my
left placing her hand on the other side of my back and says.
"Hi Mrs Esposito my name is Chelsea and I met your son last year at my
former, bosses cabin I was just the maid when I met him and Alice for the
first time and right away I knew that he was the most amazing guy that I
could possibly meet and I just want to say thank you for having him." And
then Kayla walks in and stands right behind me and put your hand on my
back.
Kayla says " I just met your son yesterday I was originally supposed to do
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any valuation, on your son to see if his household was in a stable and safe
environment to be raising two children with two different women when I
first took this case I thought anyone with two children and two women
living with him was either a real jerk/ Playboy or someone who had more
influence over women and used it against them I am glad now to see I was
wrong on both accounts and now I can see that he really is the type of guy
who puts others before himself."
Finally my father walks in holding the children and then he says, " do you
see this hun our son has not one not two but three beautiful women who are
in love with him and two of them have given birth to our two beautiful
grandchildren here he might not be a chip off the old block but I'm still
proud of him and I know you are too." I can feel the tears in my face build
up after hearing all that and now I feel glad that I chose to swallow my
pride and call up my father and bring everyone to see him my father put the
two babies in the room with him inside my old crib I had to laugh when I
saw that he still had that old crib of mine.
Because I can't believe he held onto the old thing allowed me in the three
women, to sleep in the same room in the same bed as we spent the first
night in my father's house I thought about how everything was going it
reminded me of some old anime and manga videos and Comics I used to keep
the situation that I was in with three women as I quietly started laughing
to myself.
The next morning my father had started making breakfast for everyone, we
sit down ate our breakfast after breakfast Alice and I get dressed and head
into town while Chelsea and Kayla stay with my father and the children as
we reached the inside of town Alice and I stop at the Mall and do a little
shopping the first place we go inside the mall is a little clothing
department store.
Chapter 13 love making in dressing room.
As we had in to the closing shop Alice walk over to store clerk and ask
were, are the bras immediately points to the back of the shop as we walk
together and Alice pick up a bra and holds it up I first imagine what she
looks like in it as I do my dick stiff Alice looks and says "I'm going to
try this on." As wait outside for I can hear her and she removes her shirt
then I can hear her taking off the bra she has on.
I can hear slipping into the new bra and she does call to me and says "John
would you mine help me I can't get this part to hook." I reach in and grab
the back of the bra but then I feel Alice's hand grab my arm and pulled me
Inside of the changing room and on the inside Alice pushes me down to a
bench in the changing room as sh unzip her pants and remove her panties my
dick pushing up against the jeans of my pants.
As I unzip my aunt my cock pops out Alice Sprinter her legs and begins,
riding on top of me actually begin to Mountain I quickly
Put my hand on her mouth to muffle it as my other hand reaches up and
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squeezes her left breast my fingers twist her nipple then we kiss pushing
our tongues together she starts to moan again this time I place my other
hand on her in my right hand grabs and squeeze her right breast just
pulling on her nipple.
As I finish off cuming all over her chest I quickly zip back up my pants,
as I pick my head out and see if anybody's around okay I looked around and
saw no one was around I quickly step out of the changing room 5 minutes
after Alice come with the bra and heads over to the store clerk after she
gets done paying for the bra we doing a little more shopping we had home.
I unload the car with the help of my father the majority of stuff we
bought, where some surveillance cameras and televisions to hook them up to
I wanted to make sure that there was no repeat what happened at the cabin
at the beginning of the New Year after me and Dad got through hooking up
the surveillance cameras and the TV monitors I went to my room to go lay
down and take a nap.
When Chelsea stops me points out her laptop that there was a carnival in
town, let's just say there was no hint hint wink wink about it she wanted
me to take her to the carnival I knew of the carnival she was talking about
I only came every 4 months a part of me felt bad for not inviting the
others Alice and Kayla give us the green light to go I even checked with my
father see if you would like to go he smiled and said " no I'm good
carnivals are for people to go on dates on not for old people like me."
After everyone gave the green light I took Chelsea to the carnival,
surprisingly enough the carnival didn't change very much they had a few new
rides a haunted house attraction and some sort of shoot-'em-up zombie maze
as Chelsea and I stood in line to buy tickets a couple of men dressed in
black suits approaches by their looks and yes I know the old saying says
don't judge a book by its cover but I could tell right away that they
weren't any good.
The two men cited to push people out of line as me and Chelsea we are,
about to buy our tickets at the booth one of the two men knock us over I
took a good look at the man who knocked us over add a Mall right on his
nose can a big scar going across his eye the man look back down at me with
his friend and says " what are you looking at Punk?" I stood up made a fist
but Chelsea grabs my arm she hints at me to look at the other guy who's
reaching in his pocket.
So I reply with "oh nothing apparently I tripped and fell." guy smirks "
I'm clumsy I think you should be more, careful." I grind my teeth looking
at the other guy what his hand in his pocket after they both grab their
tickets I get back up in front of line and by mine Chelsea's tickets the
ticket booth guy gives us are wristbands as Chelsea and I had inside
Carnival the first thing we go on is the roller coaster Chelsea and I wait
in line of the roller coaster.
As you reach the front of the line once again just like at the ticket
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booth, the two men in black suits start pushing people out of line but this
time I get ready for them as the roller coaster pulls up to the gate one of
the two men goes to knock us over again but this time I pushed Chelsea to
the back of me and I take a step back and stick out my foot the guy smacks
head first straight into the railing of the gate everyone starts laughing
at him.
It's friend what's up and gets ready pull his hand out of his pocket but I
gave, a look and he freezes hesitating on whether or not whatever he's
going to pull whatever is in his pocket out but then he decides to step
back is Chelsea and I step onto the roller coaster the two big men I've
been to the seats behind us before they operate it puts the bar down I
nudge to Chelsea to get on the ride the two big men get ready to hop out
with us on the roller coaster operator strap them down.
Chelsea and I laugh as a roller coaster operator starts the roller coaster
and the two, man take off in the roller coaster Chelsea and I quickly leave
running down the stairs we watch from the bottom of the roller coaster at
the two men hit the first Loop of the roller coaster but then when they hit
the second Loop I watches out of one of their pockets Falls a 9 mm pistol I
quickly ran over pull out my handkerchief to pick up the gun.
Chelsea and I head over to Security office and tell, the security guys what
we had found that the men had dropped the security guard calls the police
alerts them of the two men security team surrounds the roller coaster and
as the two men get off very quickly taken into custody it was later
revealed that's two men belong to none other than Babyface Ben notorious
criminal who is known for his generosity as well as harsh discipline.
There was only one other person who was as famous as Babyface Ben, and that
was his blood brother Cisco the tornado who is more known for his
destructive path and his nickname fit him to a T for according to rumors he
lived up to the name tornado quite well as he would leave a path of
destruction behind him.
Chapter 14 making friends with gangsters.
Finally after the two men were arrested at the Carnival Chelsea and I, are
date we got on all the rides then we went to the haunted house in the
haunted house one of the staff walked us to a dressing room the staff
member handed us some costumes it was for the haunted house we needed them
if we were going to go through the haunted house the funny part was the
costumes that or hand it to us where some bathing suits.
The staff member watched as we went to individual low Corners behind, some
closet door looking areas after we got done putting on their swimsuits the
staff member told us the reason for wearing the swimsuits and why she had
to sit and watch us as we changed apparently the last couple to come
through the haunted house didn't change into a costume but apparently use
the dressing room for their own personal porno room.
All because the general manager was too cheap to put into separate rooms
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then the staff member hands us both 2 laser machine guns apparently this
was a haunted house they had one those targeting computers where every time
the lasers hit the target at your score up and the way that the scores
worked 10 points for arms and legs 20 points for shooting the midsection of
a monster 50 points for hitting the monster in the chest and the bigger the
monster depending if you could hit in the head or not was worth anywhere
between 120 points to 400 points forehead shot.
We go through the haunted house shooting everything in sight the laser,
machine guns kept our score one of the monsters a werewolf cardboard cutout
pops out in front of Chelsea and snags on to her bikini top and it's safe
to say that her breast came part of the display after she shot the werewolf
up close and personal loan in the head the cardboard cutout went back
inside it's hole taking the bikini top with it.
And because of that Chelsea was forced to press the panic button on the
wall, staff member comes in escorts Chelsea to the back exit with a towel
looking for her they saw what happened on camera I continue down the rest
of the haunted house laughing about what happened after reaching the end of
the Haunted House Chelsea met me apparently the accident that happened
Force the staff to write a new sign beware of bikini top stealing werewolf.
He's already struct one I died laughing at the new sign of course it, not
as funny when Chelsea elbowed me in the ribs and said shut up which then
afterwards we went through the maze the maze was pretty fun and it took us
about half an hour to get through it finally The Last Ride was the ferris
wheel the ferris wheel sign said our fears will is over 425 ft in height as
we got to the front of the ferris wheel and got inside our little cart we
noticed that the ferris wheel was cart was one of those ones that had the
glass windows.
As we reach the top Chelsea sits on my lap and unzips the front of my pants
she's slightly pulls down her pants and panties as I watch him fill her do
this I become aroused I take my hands and stick them underneath Chelsea
shirt rubbing and twisting her breasts and nipples she reaches into my
pants and pulls out my cock she takes her hand and starts stroking it then
she inserts it into her pussy then she starts wiggling her hips left to
right in back and forth.
She stops moving for 5 minutes as we had backup she begins again, pussy is
nice and wet on the inside at the top she bounces up and down also slowly
she begins moaning her moans Echo in the cart as we get to the midsection
on the top I fire wad of cum she pulled up her pants then turns around gets
on her knees and licks my cock and she does this I fired another wad of my
cum into her mouth.
Then after she puts my cock back into my pants and zips up making it look,
like nothing had happened as the ride come to a stop and when you get off
the staff member thanks for coming to the carnival as we leave the Carnival
entrance an exit we see two men surrounded by 6 hours standing back to back
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the two women who looked pretty roughed up we're dressed in white I think
to myself as I'm looking at these men who look like they're desperately
fighting for their lives and say " why don't you motherfuckers try fighting
fairly.
As I get closer one of the men turns towards me and says " turn around, and
go about your own damn business." I continue walking forward when the man
and tries needs to run at me I moved to the right stick my foot out causing
the man to trip I step on his leg hearing a loud crack sound another one of
the men turns towards me and says "you dumbass you just made a big mistake
what part of the O'Reilly gang.
I reply with "I don't give a flying fuck if you're with Snow White in the
fucking seven dwarfs 5 vs 2 is an is an unfair fight." The man replies with
"well how about we make it 4 vs 3 and see if you can come out on top with
these two losers." as the man walks up to me I pull my leg back and me and
then his balls then as he drops to his knees I grabbed him by his head knee
him in the face I say to the three that's left "I think your friend
miscounted when I think he meant to say was let's make this a 3 V 3 fight
and I'll lead it off.
As I dive in head first straight into the fight breaking another guy's jaw,
after the brawl was over and the carnival had called the police which the
officer who took mine in Chelsea statement began to laugh as he walked off
to check on the other two men the two men were okay except for some minor
injuries that they had gotten before I and Chelsea stepped out of the exit
gate the two men access if they could buy us a drink.
We left the carnival grounds and follow the two men to a bar as all four,
of a sit-down for a drink the two men introduce themselves as Babyface Ben
and tornado Cisco the leaders of the Baby Babyface gang they had originally
went to the carnival to meet up with two of their gang members when they
found out that they were arrested for carrying a gun on Carnival grounds
but when Babyface been found out that they had already started causing
trouble at the carnival he decided to let them rot in jail Babyface Ben's
model it is it's okay to cause trouble for other gangsters.
But never cause trouble we're civilians we're spending their day having
fun, and relaxing at first I thought they were only joking about there
names and that they were gangsters but after sitting and talking with them
and the fact that the O'Reilly gang half pacifically attack them was enough
proof that I needed bad I just made friends with a couple of gangsters.
Chapter 15 a war is Brewing.
After Chelsea and I and finish eating and drinking with Babyface Ben, and
tornado Cisco and after feeling a little more comfortable with talking with
them I designed to tell them the whole story as expected they laughed but
even as they left I continue talking tell him I'm about Alice and myself
and the more they start listening the more they started to believe the
story.
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Then tornado Cisco does something unexpected he punches the table, then
starts crying as he says " why can't people see that love is given not
taken by force your heart is yours and yours alone." As Cisco stands up and
begins walking towards a pillar punching a hole it then Babyface Ben says
don't worry about Cisco he's a romantic at heart and because you've helped
me and Cisco you now have the protection of the baby Babyface Gang.
And the rest of your family is under our protection as well so let this
David person, just try something." Babyface Ben and I head out to the car
still talking Chelsea and Cisco follow behind as we get closer to Babyface
Ben's car I immediately noticed the smell of gasoline I noticed that the
frail went straight to baby Babyface's car I quickly tackled Babyface face
down to the ground just in the nick of time as his car explodes as I start
to get back up Cisco any Chelsea run over I seen a trail of flames heading
towards my car I yell to Cisco in Chelsea "get down!"
Cisco next Chelsea down as my car explodes soon we notice that when
circled, within a wall of flames then I see the cause of the wall of flames
it was David with 20 armed men with my ears ringing I checked in Cisco and
Chelsea are okay Cisco give me a thumbs-up that he's okay Chelsea knocked
unconscious but a live Babyface been was okay as well as he takes off his
white Cote Thursday round starts stomping on it put the fire out on it.
Then I turn into David and say prison hasn't taught you anything has it you
stupid son of a bitch no actually I take that back it has taught you one
thing how to be even stupider." David replies were is that filthy little
slut of a wife of mine were is that bitch Alice hiding you filthy incest
motherfucker." I become angry and say " Alice never belong to you she was
never your wife you're just so beautiful boyfriend that believes he owns
the world."
Then Babyface Ben turns and says "your really are a stupid son of a bitch
first off do not know whose territory you're on?" David replies to Ben and
says "I don't give a flying fuck I want my fucking incest slut of a wife
she is my property and I will do what my property what I want." Then Cisco
says " you should have considered who's turf you're on." as raises hand
then says " Babyface turf." Drops his hand then barrage of machine gun fire
comes from inside the restaurant David and two others guy behind some cars
quickly climbing inside and driving off.
18 of the men were gunned down has Babyface been takes out of his, back
pocket electronic cigarette and raises his hand signal to stopped firing
Babyface Ben takes a puff of his electronic cigarette then Ben places his
hand on my shoulder and says " this David person just made an enemy out of
the Babyface Gang and if the cartels help him it means war he orders two of
his men to take Chelsea to the hospital as the two men carrying off Chelsea
Ben then gives two more men a pair of keys and says "go around back I have
a special gift for saving my life now twice."
As we head around back a couple of big metal garage doors open, inside I
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see two cars one was an old 1987 Cadillac the second car was a 1991 Pontiac
Phoenix Firebird I could tell right away both were modified both had heavy
armor both look as good as new then Ben says to me " go ahead and pick a
car whatever one you choose it is yours." I look at both cars and both cars
are beautiful but I had to go with the Phoenix Firebird.
As Ben gives his men the order to hand over the key to a Firebird, I look
at the Firebird get inside and turn the key and noticed it wasn't just the
outside of the car that have been modified but the inside as well as the
engine to the Firebird had a new engine sound I could feel the power of the
engine as it roared then as I slowly pull out of the garage I exchange
phone numbers with Babyface Ben and Cisco.
Before heading home I had to the hospital today that they took Chelsea to,
when I reach the hospital I parked the car and heading inside I talked to
the doctor who confirmed that everything was okay with Chelsea after the
doctor told me that she was okay and visiting hours was over I head back
out to my new car and head home on my way home I noticed another car
following me I called Ben and ask him if he has any one that was supposed
to be following when he says "no." I knew was David and the two goons it
was with her I was too tired to face him and the two Goons with him.
I decide to allow them to play follow-the-leader as I turned onto Highway
92, at first I take it slow and then think that they're actually follow me
back home I'm watching every time I change lane they change lanes then I
decided turn the game follow the leader into one of Hide and Seek as I
speed up David and two Goons continue to follow me as I expect it I hit
Exit 30 and head down the ramp then I turn left I'm golden Mary Street I
see a little auto shop with its garage open and turn Intuit turn off my
lights a few minutes later David and the two goons dry pass.
I keep my lights off as I pull out of the garage and get back on the
freeway towards home, every now and then I would check the rearview mirror
to make sure that I actually lost them when I reach home I was greeted by
my father and the two women my father was the first to ask "what happened?"
I told my father what happened at the carnival and then I told Alice and
Kayla about how David try to kill us.
Chapter 16 an old memory and a visit from a witch.
After telling everybody what had happened today I grew more concerned, not
for myself but for the others I knew it was only a matter of time before
David found us tried to kill us that night and went to sleep it wasn't the
usual dream matter fact it was something more of a nightmare in the dream I
saw myself as a child playing catch with my father but then I found myself
in the woods.
And in the woods the trees became as black as smoke I see an old woman,
she's telling me to follow her the trees begin to terrify me as they seem
to come alive reaching out to me I run after the old woman soon I'm in
front of a house and the trees behind me have gone back to normal the old
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woman who still guiding brings me into the house she sits me down at a
chair and offers me something to eat.
As I sit there and eat with her she ask me " young man do you not remember
me we met years ago when you are a little boy." In the dream I remember
clearly shaking my head now the old woman laughing said " that's fine I do
see that you haven't changed very much you're just like the child I
remember and I see your wish has been coming true." Confused I scratch my
head I'm wondering what the old woman's talking about?
The old woman Laughs Again and says "you don't even remember your wish do
you and Men?" Once again in the dream I shake my head no the old woman then
tells me " let me tell you about your wish you wished there when you were
old enough you would become a prince with four wives similar to the prince
and all the fairy tales." And I heard this something in my head inside the
dream clicked like a long deep memory hidden away then I say in the dream "
I remember... I remember asking you become a prince and to gain the power
to protect the women I would consider as my princesses."
The old woman replies " you have found three of you're four princesses and
like that of a prince I've given you the power to protect them and also
like a princess I have given you an army that will not only protect you but
protect your princesses as well." As I begin to stand up in the dream the
house Begins the catch on fire I could feel the heat of the fire as I woke
up.
Alice and Kayla both standing over me hands pressed against my chest, I
quickly got up and rose out of bed looking around looking at my hands then
the sound of mine babies laughing calmed me down Alice says " we tried to
wake you but you where thrashing around so much we had to hold you down
just to keep you from falling out of bed." Then Kayla asked " what were you
dreaming about that you were thrashing around so violently?" I replied to
both of your questions at the same time.
" it felt more like a memory than a dream to be totally honest I dreamt
that, I was in the middle of playing catch with my father and then I ended
up in the woods and the trees became like black smoke an old lady guided me
out of the forest and to her house but then her house caught on fire." My
father holding two babies fell to his knees and said " son do you really
remember what happened to you when you are just a little boy?" I look at my
father and then I asked him " what are you talking about Dad?" He replies
with.
" your dream it really happened to you when you were just a child your
mother and I had taken you to go camping as we were playing catch I had
thrown the ball a little too hard and it hit how old wild lamp your mom
brought with her and all of a sudden before we knew it trees had caught on
fire. My father's story begin to swell up in my head and I felt like as if
I had become sick to my stomach as the old memory began flowing back into
my head as a waterfall flows down a mountain then I really did start to
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remember what had happened that day many years ago.
The day my parents took me camping I was a little boy of eight years old,
mom was making her famous oatmeal surprise for breakfast and my dad and I
was playing catch mom loves using her old oil lamp and had forgotten to
turn it off that day leaving it on the table behind where me and Dad were
playing my dad had thrown the ball just out of my reach knocking over the
oil lamp I had ran to go chase after the ball that I didn't know this the
fire behind me.
After I had grab the ball I noticed the fire but it was almost too late
scared, I ran far away from our camp trying to get away from the fire I've
succeeded to get away from the fire but I also succeeded in getting myself
lost I tried doing as my father showed me I'm trying to find the trail back
to the camp but ended up going further into the forest instead I remembered
as I came upon are you old looking house I stopped and began to cry
thinking to myself and I would never see my mom or dad again a old woman
came running from her backyard.
She had asked me what was wrong but being aware of strangers I stayed
quiet, only thing I could tell her cuz I'm not allowed to talk to strangers
she laughed at this and said " let me introduce myself as mrs. Sapphire yes
I know it's a strange name young man." I smiled and said " I don't think
your name is strange I think it's a pretty name." Old woman laughed again
and said " well young man for someone your age you have some pretty nice
manners so what's your name?" I replied to her "my name is Jonathan but
everybody calls me John."
I hold lady replies with " well John do you want to tell me what's wrong?"
I told her about how me and my father were playing catch and about the fire
and how I became so afraid I ran away she smiled and said " it's okay John
I'm sure your father would understand you becoming afraid and running away
from the fire but I don't think you should go any further I think you
should stay here with me until your father comes and get you it's getting
kind dark out there and I don't think they would be good if you got any
further lost than what you are."
I remember the old woman giving me a couple sandwiches for lunch as the
sunset, then I remembered old woman telling me bedtime story it was one of
my favorites the story of Hansel and Gretel but the old one story was
different from the one I was told and this version of Hansel and Gretel
which was not mean two children instead loved and cared for them as if she
was their mother then the only woman asked me.
" John what would you like to become when you grow up?" I replied with " I
want to become a writer and the prince." She laughs and says " a writer I
can understand but why do you want to become a prince?" I told her " I want
to become a prince and have four princesses and have the power to protect
them because a prince and a Prince's power is unmatched by anyone who
threatens the princesses that why.
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Then the old woman said if you wish to become a prince then I will cast
the spell, to turn you into a prince and to give you all the power that
comes with the prince and I will give you your four princesses but they
will only come to you one at a time is that okay I shook my head yes and
fell asleep I woke up the next morning and had my father and my mother
standing in front of me and the house and the old woman we're gone.
After tell him this all to my father and both Alice and Kayla what I
remembered, of course besides the fire part they didn't believe me.Chapter
17 the fourth princess and party time at the movies.
Started to get ready to go out when Alice stops me she tells me her and
Kayla would like to go out with me to the movies, my father agrees and
tells me to take them as he says I'll stay here and take care of the kids
and he starts playing airplane with both of them seeing that reminded me of
when my mom used to tell me how he used to play airplane with me and then
throw me in the air she said after he did it should I smack him with a
broom for throwing me in the air.
According to what she used to tell me was I used to giggle every time he
did it and every time she whacked him in the head, now that I think about
it it wasn't a bad idea at all bringing my children to meet my father it
was worth swallowing my pride and coming here then after thinking about it
I take my father's advice and take both the women to the movies as we
arrive to the movie theater we run into Ben and Cisco who happened to be
taking their girlfriends on a date as well.
As we stand in line to buy our movie tickets I told Ben and Cisco about how
I was followed and ended up losing, David in the two Goons last night Ben
told me how a few ways men have been running into cartels left and right
apparently the cartels weren't too thrilled that 18 of their men four
gunned down it seemed like time for war had begun as we get to the front of
the ticket booth and pay for the tickets to go see the movie The Dog Who
Saved the world.
The woman at the ticket counter look at me and said " thank you for coming
to Ice Box movie theaters today's, movie tickets are on the house." The
woman behind the ticket booth look to be about in her mid-twenties her hair
was a silverish blonde color that was cut just above the shoulders in her
eyes while they were a light greenish blue Then Alice says hey do you want
to come and join us I turned my head and was about to ask Alice what is she
thinking?
When the woman behind the ticket booth says " sure I'll join you you people
look like you're a lot of fun anyways, plus my shift's almost over." My
eyes open wide as they can go as I look and think to myself " did I just
step into the Twilight Zone am I being punked because there is no way this
woman agreed to hang out with us." Then Alice says " what I saw you
checking her out kind of made me a little jealous but that's okay I think
she's kind of cute too and plus since Chelsea's in the hospital right now
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maybe we could use another playmate."
As Alice and Kayla grabs ahold of my dick and gives it a squeeze, then
quickly let's go and even though it was a little painful it got my blood
flowing as we head inside we had half an hour before the movie started as
the woman from the ticket booth comes out and joins us she introduced
herself as Tenaya I noticed at Tenaya was wearing a pendant with a
pentagram on it I had to ask her about it.
" so Tenaya I noticed that you have a pendant with a pentagram on it is
that anything special?" Tenaya, replies " it's been passed down in my
family for Generations my grandmother gave it to me instead of my mother my
grandmother claimed that she was a witch and that my pendant would protect
me from harm she also told me that it would help me find my Prince Charming
who would be in love with 3 other women."
Afterwards Tenaya went to the back of the movie theater to change out of
her uniform and into her regular clothes, the movie was set to start in 15
minutes I decided I would go use the restroom in the restroom I noticed
that there was nobody around matter fact ever since we got to the theater
besides Ben and Cisco who brought their girlfriends there was nobody at the
theater either.
It struck me as strange first the dream and now an empty theater I couldn't
figure out what was going on was it just a dream or did everything happened
the way I remembered as I begin relieving myself I hear a couple of voices
coming into the restroom I look to see Alice and Kayla coming to the
restroom together as they walk into a stall I hear them kissing then I hear
Kayla saying.
"Oh!!! Alice please lick my count oh yeah put your fingers right into my
pussy!!! AAA!!! More deeper! As I stand there listening I feel a pair of
hands come up from behind and grab my cock and begin stroking it back and
forth I turn my head and see it's Tenaya as I ask " what... what are you...
what are you doing in the men's restroom Tenaya?" She replies " don't you
remember when we were kids we used to play together all the time my
grandmother saved you in the forest when she saw you were in trouble."
As Tenaya starts nibbling on my ear I begin to think to myself "what is
she, talking about?" As I reach back and again sticking my fingers into her
pussy which was already wet she begins moaning beep in my ear she Whispers
from the beginning to the end see the site of how we used to be friends
suddenly our bodies flying in the air as Tenaya turns me around and begins
to suck my cock.
And I see images of my childhood Flash before my eyes a childhood that I
had forgotten, childhood where me and Tenaya what playing as kids I watched
as my childhood self and Tenaya would go down to the river and play as we
splashed each other than the adult Tenaya says do you remember me now as
turn my head and lock my eyes on to hers and say " I don't fully remember
but I do know that I made some sort of promise to you when we were children
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Tenaya then takes my dick and put it into her pussy and begins to riding
me.
My hands take off her shirt and her bra I can feel her hot wet pussy
dripping as I flip her on her back and begin thrusting back and forth Then
Tenaya says " from the past to the future... we've seen after I'll let go
back in between... as we go back to the present...oh my god yes fuck me
harder and deeper!!! And with one final thrust I release hot wad of my cum
deep inside of her pussy.
After a few minutes we have arrived back in the men's restroom Tenaya then
says " we finish that just in time." as Alice and Kayla leave the stall
Tenaya and I quickly put our clothes back on and walk out of the restroom
then we heading to the theater as we walk past to see where Ben and Cisco
work having a little fun time of their own with their girlfriends after the
movie had ended everyone left with great big smiles on all of our faces.
Chapter 18 blood in the streets and an old photograph.
Outside of the theater Tenaya headed to her car as so did Ben and Cisco,
with their girlfriends Alice. Kayla and I stop at a little ice cream shop
before heading back to the car on our way back to the car or approached by
a call man covered in Black coat it seems a little strange this man the
coat he was wearing was too heavy even though it was towards the end of
summer.
This man had bad news written all over him but still I didn't sense any
hostility towards us, then the man pushes us over onto the ground as he
pulls out a 38 take aim and fires hitting a man on the roof with a sniper
he fires three more rounds out of the 38 into the man laying on the ground
from the roof the man with the sniper begin gurgling in his own blood.
And the man with the 38 put it back into his gun holster and says " I'm
sorry about before if I scared you, it's just I've been waiting for that
sniper to show his face the boss asked me I keep an eye on you when I saw
you and your friends meet up with the boss and going to the movie theater I
saw the sniper take aim but he didn't have a good shot fortunately
unfortunately neither did I."
I told him and thank you for helping us his only reply was, there was no
need to thank him he was only doing his job that Babyface Ben had asked him
to do it otherwise he no interest and helping them when I asked him why his
response was " I found out before taking this job that my little brother
and his best friend were at the carnival that you saved Babyface at he's
one of the two men that you ended up getting arrested."
I replied with " Hey listen I don't know which one was your brother if it
was the big guy who was pushing people in line and knocking them out or if
it was the actual guy carrying the gun either way your brother there are
his friend was a real jerk." His response was understandable as he said "
he was the one carrying the gun but his friend is a jerk when him and his
friend get together nothing but trouble Follows them I get that but my
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brother would have never hurt anyone in fact he probably was using the gun
to show off."
Once again I reply to him " look as friend my I've been the one bullying
people but your brother is the one who was holding the gun the truth of the
matter is I would have rather not and anything to do with your brother or
is overgrown off of the friend." The man starts to laugh he thought it was
quite accurate description of how his friend was an overgrown oaf.
Then he says " any man who can stand up like you can and tell another man
that his brother is a jerk and say his friend is an oaf well people like
you got moxie I can respect you for that." After he said that he turned
back around and went into an alleyway as we reached the car I noticed
something peculiar the driver side door was unlocked.
I signal to the women don't get into the car I whispered to Alice " you can
Kayla go back into the ice cream shop give been a quick phone call act like
everything's normal as you walk I'm going to check out the car." Girls walk
back to ice cream shop as I open the door I look into the backseat no one
was there then I pop open the trunk nothing was inside of it but the tire
iron and a spare tire I went around to the other side of the car and check
the glove box.
Inside the glove box which I never noticed in to today was a 44 Magnum, as
I'm still looking inside the car I hear a click sound and a voice saying
put your hands up and step away from the vehicle I take a couple of steps
backs but my hands in the air then the voice tells me place my hands behind
my head and interlock my fingers.
Then the voice tells me to drop to my knees slowly once again I do as the
voice says, then I feel prayer hands grab my right arm first and slap a
pair of handcuffs on then the same Pair of Hands grabs my left hand and
interlocks it with the handcuffs behind my back then I hear the voice again
but this time the voice says " I've got a suspect who was trying to get
into a stolen vehicle requesting back-up on Little Bighorn Avenue and 3rd
Street.
I was relieved when I heard the voice belong to an officer then the officer
said " sir you have the right to remain silent anything you say can and
will be used against you in a court of law you have the right to an
attorney if you you have the right to have your attorney present during
questioning if you cannot afford an attorney one will be appointed to you
during questioning at any time you decide to exercise these rights you may
do so."
As the officer finished give me my Miranda Rights another two cop cars pull
up, but as the police got out of their vehicles the sound of gunfire field
the air it was the man who helped us before handgun down three officers and
held a 4th at gunpoint as he unlocks my handcuffs I asked him what's going
on he replies " your lucky I said to stay around these guys ain't officers
well at least not of the police faction the part of the O'Reilly's gangs
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Hitman you're lucky I came back when I did or you be a dead man right now."
I replied " wait how did you know that they weren't really officers I mean
the guy we have at gunpoint sit here and read me my Miranda Rights." The
man's reply was quickest route to the point " I've had a run-in with a few
of these guys are ready let's just say for Hitmen they're not too bright
plus it didn't seem a little odd to you that he called in for backup even
though you were replying with his demands let's not forget the fact that
these guys arrived just a few seconds after he did."
And the man and dressed up in a police uniform confessed that he was a
hitman, for the O'Reilly gang that because I put three out of five men in
the hospital and two of them went to jail I had a pretty good size bounty
on my head of $1,900 I said in response " well God damn I guess my father
is right I do piss off a lot of people."
After a man in police uniform come fast the other man said " I have message
for your bosses it is true that this man took down three of your boys but
he's off-limits in the baby face versus O'Reilly's gangs Turf War and that
includes any of members of his family he's only under the Babyface gangs
protection because he saved the boss without realizing who the boss was
capiche."
The man in the police uniform replied " so if he's no one special to you
guys why, is he's under yours protection?" The man and dressed in black
replies " I just told you he's under our protection because he protected
the bus not once but twice and the O'Reilly gang should know when I'm no
longer dealing with just so far between us because the cartel I've seen fit
to join doctor for and Target this fine gentleman and his family."
The man dressed in a police uniform replies with " what's your mean that
the cartel join dark Turf War and is targeting this man and his family?"
Once again I had to explain the entire situation after 20 minutes of
explaining and with just enough time for the real police the show up Alice,
Kayla and I were free to go.
I'm not going to say to much what happened to the man dressed in the police
uniform, but before the police arrived both somehow managed to slip away
and after Alice Kayla and I arrive back to my father's home and tell him
about what happened I quietly peek my head into the room to check on the
babies they're fast asleep in the crib.
I leave my father's room with the baby sleeping in their crib and head to
the bathroom on my way, I find an old photograph of me and some girl in a
karate ghee I head back to the living room and sit down in that picture as
I'm staring at the picture my father sits down on the couch next to me and
says " I took that picture the month after the fire you were still having
nightmares about that I mean your mother took you to a therapist who
suggested the best way to overcome the nightmares was for you to learn
karate."
But you insist that your friend Tenaya take karate lessons with you
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surprisingly her, grandmother agreed and gave us the money for the karate
lessons I love watching you two play and then I love watching you two take
karate lessons together and in the end the nightmares didn't really stop so
your mother and I sent you to live with your grandmother and after 1 it
seems like you forgot all about it.
This is the end of confessions of Forbidden Love part 2 please stay tuned
for confessions of a Forbidden Love part 3
Chapter 19 a Lake turned into a bloodbath.
After my father used to talking to me and telling me the story about, me
and Tenaya and when we were karate together I went to the bathroom to take
a shower in the shower and I'm washing up Alice joins me start washing my
back first her breasts pushed up against my back I can feel water building
up between the both of us I grab the bar of soap take it turn around and
begin lathering every inch of her body.
Then I begin licking her nipples she moans as I suck on her nipples she
moves, then she moves downwards and starts to lick my dick making it hard I
grab the back of her head and slowly push her head my mouth open as I feel
her begin to suck my cock and she takes her mouth off of my cock I shoot a
load of my cum all of her tits then I pick her and slide my cock into her
pussy as I begin moving up and down why hold her am I muscular arms.
She begins to lean back as I plunge deep in her pussy she then I pull out
and move down myself, and start licking her pussy she starts to moan even
louder as I turn it over and stick my dick into her asshole and start
washing her back at the last minute I pull out and spring my special soap
all over her back she stands up and says Maybe next time you can use a
special cream rinse for my hair as she wraps herself up in a towel.
And goes back to our room after my erotic shower what's finally over I got
dressed, and went to bed this time I slept peacefully the next morning I
get a text from Babyface Ben inviting everyone to the lake I decide why the
hell not the lake sounds fun I sent a message back saying would you mind
having someone from your men "pick up Chelsea today she should be able to
head home and I think she would appreciate relaxing at the lake." He
replies with " sure."
After I get done texting I head to the kitchen and tell my father and both
Alice, Kayla about how we were going to take a trip to the lake Alice
quickly Texans Tenaya and invites her to the Lake my father pics of the
babies and put stick car seat in his car before leaving my father says "
I'm going to head to the store and buy some floaties for the babies I'll
meet you at at the lake and an hour and a half."
I don't know what I find funnier the fact that my the fact that my father,
loves his grandchildren so much that he is acting like a grandpa and buying
everything for the or the fact that I have 4 women they're all in love with
me either way I look at it it's all good and anyway you look at it I love
every minute of being with my family as we get suited up to go to the lake
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Kayla calls me to the room I walk back Kayla is trying to put on her
bathing suit she asks me to tie it I reach and pull the top half of the
suit up.
As I begin massaging her breast then I start squeezing her nipples she
moans my name "John please touch me there...Oh... Please stick your big
thick cock in my pussy...Oh YES!!! More give me more!!!"
As she sits on top of me I shoot a wad of cum deep inside of her pussy
after we finish putting back on our bathing suits and get into the car and
head to the lake as we reach the toll booth for the lake National Ranger
greets us answers us if we would like a season pass for the lake I say sure
and hand him $50 for the season pass he hands us our season pass and a
couple of fishing license as we start to pull into the lake Tenaya pulls up
to the toll booth we decided to pull over on the side of road.
As we had down together to the lake we meet up with Babyface Ben and
tornado Cisco, as we walk down to the spot where we were going to be
hanging out at the lake Chelsea greets me with a hug she was happy to
finally be out of the hospital as we begin the sit down a cool wind blows
through the trees it felt nice knowing that fall was just around the corner
I fell asleep feeling so relaxed.
But soon my nap is Disturbed by the sound of a helicopter I get up and
look, Babyface Ben hands me some binoculars I take a look and see five
heavily-armed men with M16 as I yell "GET DOWN!!!" As the sound of gunfire
comes flying from the helicopter as we take cover behind the Cars another
set of cars that's coming over the hill baby phases Ben's Men return fire
but then and then gunfire comes from the cars as well.
What's gun fire coming from behind and in front we were trapped, that's
into tornado Cisco shows everybody why he's called Tornado Cisco as he
pulls out an RPG and Fires at the helicopter hitting it on the first shot
then quickly turns around firing another rocket into the car is coming down
shooting hitting the first car in front then Cisco quickly switches an M60
machine gun firing a set of rounds into the oncoming cars the other
countries begin to retreat.
We have thought we won as we step out from behind the vehicles, when a
sniper bullet hit Cisco in the leg taking them down Cisco reaches for his
gun to try to return fire when another bullet goes straight through his arm
Cisco screams in pain I get ready to run out I want to try to grab Cisco
when Babyface Ben grabs my arm and says " John stay behind the God damn
vehicle!" I quickly reply " what about Cisco he's injured!"
Babyface Ben replies back " don't you think I already know that he's my
brother believe me I want to go out and help as bad as you do but that
sniper is using him as bait you can't go out there blindly." Then I asked "
do you have a sniper rifle?" Babyface Ben replies " I do it's in the back
of the truck where Cisco got the rocket launcher and M60 but the moment
somebody goes for that truck that snipers going to pick them off."
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Chapter 20 desperate time desperate fight sniper vs. sniper.
I take a serious look at what Babyface Ben is talking about how no one,
could get to Cisco even if they tried they would be shot as the sniper
shooting around Cisco every 10 seconds the way the sniper was shooting
told me he had some sort of ex military training unfortunately for him so
did I an unfortunate for him I had three and a half years of sniper
training all I had to do was make it to the truck.
But without knowing with sniper was shooting from I might as well paint a
Target, on my back I slightly pink my head over the hood of the car and can
see the glare of scope as I quickly pull my head back down I looked at the
truck and take an educated guess how far it is the truck was about a good 3
or 4 meters give or take and there were only three things between me and
the truck a tree that was just good enough to hide behind a small brick
wall just good enough to duck behind.
And finally I could see a boulder just on the left back side of the truck,
I knew that there was no way I could outrun a bullet and even if I tried to
get up Babyface Ben would have pulled me right back down but then I thought
about the tree the wall and the boulder I could use those three things for
cover I look at Ben and say " Ben you're going to have to forgive me bro."
Babyface been replies " what for?" I punch him in the face knocking him
down to the ground then making a run for the tree.
I make it behind the tree just as the sniper fires and hits the side of the
tree, I can feel the snipers bloodless as he aimed at the tree but then I
hear Ben yell " boys let's lay down some cover fire!" Then the sound of
machine gun fire fills the air I could hear the sound of the sniper
returning fire I knew this was my big chance as I Mad Dash it for the
truck diving in the back of the truck I have the sniper bullet skin the
back of the truck just barely missing me as I lay in the back of the truck
breathing hard.
I look and see the sniper rifle I never even with the sniper rifle that I
couldn't, pick my head up even with the cover fire but I also knew that if
I didn't do something soon that's Tiger Woods start taking his aggression
back out on Cisco I found a small mirror to use to see where the sniper was
aiming at as I figured he was aiming directly at the truck then as I pull
the mirror back down I noticed 5 smoke grenades.
Then I start feeling a slight breeze the wind was blowing in the direction,
of the sniper I quickly look around can I see 5 smoke grenades and then I
remembered the boulder that's when I came up on my plan of attack I first
throughout the smoker grenades one of them land right by the boulder one
land and it by the tree I threw another close to the car and the last one I
simply dropped right outside the truck I knew the smoke grenades wouldn't
block of Stampy's view all the way but it would give me enough coverage to
make it to the boulder.
The wind picks up Blowin Smoke High I made a Mad Dash to the boulder,
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driving behind it once again barely escaping the sniper as I sat behind the
Boulder and wait for the smoke to clear I knew I would only have one chance
I had to make my shot headshot otherwise the sniper would return fire and I
would be dead I carefully taking using the boulder itself as my Leverage
for the sniper as the smoke starts to clear I got the sniper in my
crosshairs fired hitting him right between the eyes it was a clean kill.
We had one today Cisco was safe but still Babyface lost so many of his men,
the lake Browns once beautiful now filled with Corpses and become a
bloodbath with both sides heavy casualties I threw up it wasn't the sight
of blood that made me sick to my stomach no it was the fact that I actually
had to kill someone with my own hands in order to protect the ones I love
is what made me sick to my stomach.
It was a horrible feeling as a rush Cisco to the hospital I knew it was
self-defense but still, killing someone what's the last thing I wanted to
do if only there was another way I called my father and let him know what
happened that he should avoid the lake Babyface and his men go back to Lake
and take care of all the dead Corpses come to find out one of the bodies
was still very much alive the man it was living was from the other gang and
after what happened to Cisco Babyface Ben was the one who did the
interrogation come to find out Babyface Ben.
Got plenty of information I don't know what he did to get the information,
but it turns out the man was from the cartel and had been given orders by
their higher ups to go with a man named David and do whatever he says after
hearing that I should have known that son of a bitch David was behind the
attack and became so angry that I end up punching a hole through the wall
then Babyface Ben told me more news.
David wasn't in any of the vehicles apparently once he got up to the lake,
he had the vehicle stopped so he could get out after getting out of vehicle
he called in the chopper after hanging up the phone I go to the living room
and tell the women.
Chapter 21 a death in the family Heart Cries Out for Revenge.
After talking with everybody I went in my room to keep myself from losing
my cool, I can feel my anger swelling up inside knowing that David was out
there hunting down Alice like she if she was some sort of wild animal
trying to turn her into some sort of trophy and not caring who he hurts in
the process the son of bitch.
As I lay on my bed and doze off it wasn't the usual dreams I am used to nor
was it the nightmare, impact the dream was something different entirely
this time in my dream I was back in limbo and my grandmother who was
sitting down right next to me but this time there was someone else my
mother first my grandmother's starts talking to me as she says " listen to
me John the man that is hunting you and Alice he's not truly a man but a
demon in man's form." I reply " grandma what do you mean he's not a man but
a demon in man's form?"
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Then my mom starts to speak and says " John my son hi beautiful son I will
explain what your grandmother means The Man David he's chosen to make a
deal with three of the seven deadly sins the first deal he made was with
greed the deal with green was to have more money than one person needs but
even after he got his wish for money Reed wasn't done with him he wanted
women women that he can control."
Then my mother tells me the second deadly sin he made a deal with was,
Pride his pride went unchecked he was too proud to admit when he was wrong
he was too proud to admit when he was beaten and finally he was too proud
to stand down and leave finally my mother says to me " the last of the
deadly sins he made a deal with what is Wrath the strongest seven deadly
sins it's due to wrath that he cannot be reasoned with and he will not back
down he's going to keep coming and to eventually kills you and Alice with
the rest of the women."
I reply with " so what you're saying is it won't be enough for him to kill
just me or Alice and I but what you're saying is he has to kill entire
family while I won't let that happen." Then my grandmother says " John you
have to listen to what I have to say and what your mother has to say you
must be prepared two face him he must be stopped if you don't if he is
allowed to continue his ways then the rest of the seven deadly sins will be
freed and begin their of Terror."
I get ready to ask when my mother ads " listen to John I already know what
you're thinking and you're wrong." Then I asked " you do but I didn't even
say anything and I thought can you please help me understand?" Then my
mother replies " I'll explain it my son but I don't have much time you soon
must return to the waking world so time of the essence you believe that you
have sin with lust but you're confused there's a difference between lust
and love your heart is big enough to love multiple people which is part of
chastity."
Then my grandmother says " chastity is when you have love for others and
can, resist lust where lust is the strong sexual desire and you Force
yourself upon those that is lust my grandson." Then my mother says "John my
son you are generous thinking of others giving two others helping others
and you are content with the people in your life you need no more or no
less."
Then my grandmother says " you have humility which means you're not afraid
to admit when you are wrong or when you mess up take a look and even
swallow your pride to stay with your father who you were angry with with
those you have the best quality of any human on earth forget the stuff that
you have done to survive because it's only natural for you to protect
yourself and the ones you love but I'm afraid that our time is almost up
and you must return to the awakened world once again."
And finally my mother tells me one last thing " John a word of warning you
must be prepared for something tragic to happen soon I cannot tell you what
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but I will tell you do not invoke Wrath for if you do and you allow your
anger to become too strong it will control you and you will not be yourself
no longer do not give into hate face your enemy I do not like his Wrath
become yours."
And with those words from both my mother and grandmother I awaken, with all
4 women in the bed sleeping next to me as I slowly get out of bed I head
out to the kitchen to start cooking dinner when I see my father is already
making spaghetti I sit down at the table and the father says to me " John
listen my son I've had a terrible premonition I went to my room to take a
small nap as I slept I dreamed of your mother and grandmother in my dream
they told me that my life would soon be coming to an end." I replied to my
father saying " that's strange dad because I had a similar dream where Mom
and Grandma were talking to me."
My father replies with. " that's a bad Omen my son it means your dreams in
my dream we're connected which means whatever they told you and what they
told me is soon about the pass son listen to me I want you to take the
women and the children and leave in order to protect them you must leave."
I replied with " but father I don't know where else to go and I don't want
to leave you if you're going to die."
Then my father walks over and he does something he's never done since I was
a child he kisses me on my forehead hugs me and says " I'm sorry my son I
know you don't want me to die but you made some friends who will help you
and plus I've already called my biker crew they're planning on driving up
here and taking you the women and the children to someplace safe someplace
where are you and your wives will be protected it's not a stretch to say
that the person who's after you would need an army and a few tanks to get
through."
As my father walks back over and finishes making the spaghetti the women,
come out they've heard everything and they too know that the only way it's
for us to leave as we sit down and eat dinner the doorbell rings it's my
father's biker crew and behind them was the Babyface Gang then I asked "
why are all of these people here?" Babyface Ben is the first to reply "
it's because we have Allied ourselves with the Hell's Angels in order to
take down not one but two common enemies and threats the first is the
O'Reilly gang who have Allied themselves with the cartel both gangs are
forced to be reckoned with."
Then my father replies with " come one and all join us for dinner, before
we eat let me quote what our Lord and savior said at his last supper as I
pass you a plate." so my father's start handing out plates of spaghetti and
says. "Take and eat; this is my body." Then my father says a prayer over
the food as everyone eats and then my father goes to the refrigerator and
pulls out four bottles of wine and pours a glass and then says a prayer
over the glass of wine as everybody drinks.
As we all get through eating and drinking we hear the sound of what a
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first, we assumed was a firework with a high-pitch whistling but then my
father's dogs start barking and growling fiercely then my father says to me
" be quick my son and grab your children and run run with your wives in
your children get out of here fort the the hour is 9 and our enemy has
arrived." I didn't need a translation to know what he meant somebody was
trying to sneak around without anybody noticing I do as my father says and
grab my children and head outside Babyface Ben opens his limo door as me
and the women climbing to the limo and we hear the first shots of gun fire
before driving off my father tell the dogs to jump into the car with us.
Then my father runs back into the house grabbing his 12 gauge shotgun, as
we drive off in the limo I could clearly see 4 men running to the house and
fly right back out on our way away from my father's house I could clearly
still here all the gunfire I look out the limos back window and I can see
smoke coming from my father's house but then my cell phone starts ringing a
my father's name pops up I'm so relieved leaving that he is alive and they
had chased off the people are attacking quickly answering my phone.
As I answer my phone I say "Dad is it over already?" But to my dismay The
Voice did not belong to my father The Voice belonged to David who said " oh
I'm sorry when you expecting your daddy to be on the phone or even one of
his punk ass biker Buddies or maybe you were hoping that maybe one of we're
calling to let you know that everything was all right well I'm glad to
disappoint you your prick of an old man is dead along with his pussy ass
biker gang but we do have one of the Babyface gangs men here.
Then through the phone I hear a gunshot and then I hear David laugh and
say, " oops maybe he was alive but unfortunately he had a little accident
but I'm sure the rest of your friends will be okay for a little while." I
can feel my anger as I clench my fist and start to bleed then I stopped and
think about the dream and reply with " you know what David I feel sorry for
you I feel sorry that you're a lonely prick who happens to be a little
bitch who cries when he can't have his own way you've lost pal you just
don't know it you lost a long time ago when you made a deal with the
Devil."
I hang up the phone and even though I can feel my heart cry out for
Revenge, I knew that if I did if I was to go back there and let David's
Wrath become my own then I would be no better than he was the Alice is the
first I come over and hug me as I start crying.
Chapter 22 a war and rivers of blood.
I wake up to a terrible nightmare in it I saw people around me dying I can
feel, the warm heat of blood as I stepped over in a round of corpses in the
nightmare I could feel myself my skin cast of crawl of how a real nightmare
feels in it I could see three demons the three demons that represented
Greed Pride and Wrath in the nightmare I could hear the three demons talk
as they said "let us Feast upon the Flesh of humans that have died."
Then in the nightmare the demons turn to me and say " look it's the poor
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fool who wishes to be a prince and to be able to love for princesses."
Reply back " you three don't scare me I'm not one to back down from a
fight." Then the demon of Wrath teleports right next to me holding a
butcher knife across my throat and says " foolish mortal I don't scare you
the others don't scare you tell me does this scare you do you feel the
blade at the end of your throat just one move and I can cut it I can take
your life."
Then in the nightmare appears and in the light I hear your voice and the
voice says " Wrath if you touch him then I will destroy you where you stand
Greed he's already beating you why you still trying to torment him and you
Pride not once but three times have you failed not even your sister lust
can tempt him now we gone or I will show you what happens to those who
defined me."
Then in the nightmare the three demons disappear and I feel the warmth of
the light, then the voice in a light begins talking to me and says " child
of man you have no fear why is that?" I replied with " you have it wrong I
was afraid I am afraid but not of the Demons know where am I afraid to lose
my own life I'm afraid for the people around me for their lives." Then the
light replies " and what you're saying is you hold others lives higher than
your own why is that?"
High plank to the light and said " it's not that I hold anyone's life
higher than anyone's it's just from what I've experienced from what I've
seen all life is equal and should be respected." Then the light says " so
if all life is equal then is all man equal?" I replied to the light " all
of men and women are equal and I don't think just because someone is
consider family or just because you're different from someone else and how
they love should be judged."
Then the light says " you are why is there beyond your years child of man
and you are right you should not judge those just because they have
feelings of love for their family you should not judge those who love other
ways than you do I believe loving those around you and loving those who
love differently than you is the strongest sword of love that one person
can give."
Then in the nightmare I said " then why is it some love is forbidden like
the fact that I love My Cousin Alice and she love me so why is our love
forbidden.?" And then the voice replies to me " there is no such thing as
Forbidden Love there is a lot of and then there is lust lust is forbidden."
Then I say to The Voice " how does one tell the difference between love and
lust?"
Then the voice replies" the difference between love and lust is the
difference between oil and water lust is like oil it overpowers and causes
nothing but pain." Then the voice says " lust is also forced upon others
take for example when a man rapes a woman or when some creep takes
advantage of a child that is lust and its truest form."
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And finally The Voice told me " we're on the other hand love can be
painful, it can also heel the people around you that is the difference
between love and lust." Then I said to The Voice " what is the reason for
these women to love me as far as I know I have nothing to really offer
them." Then the voice replied with laughter " what do you mean you don't
have nothing to offer them you have plenty to offer them that is why they
chose you that is why they chose to get along with each other your love for
one person has spread like a antivirus I protect people gives them hope why
do you think that someone hitting people are willing to sacrifice
themselves for you."
Then I said to The Voice " but I don't want people to sacrifice themselves,
for me I don't want this River of blood." Then the voice replies " but
that's the reason anyone that has ever lived people have sacrificed
themselves for others all throughout the histories take for example when
Moses was alive his brother and sister sacrifice their lives not in the way
where they died but they sacrifice themselves by protecting Moses when he
needed it by standing by his side that too is a sacrifice."
Then the voice said " and that's for the river blood it is not your River
but the one called, David this is his River of blood the bodies that are in
the river are from him." Then I went on to say to The Voice " what am I
supposed to do how do I stop this River of blood." The Voice replying one
last time " you must do David did when he went up against Goliath you must
face him on the field of battle in this war."
And with that the voice disappeared in the nightmare ended, like all
nightmares this one scene to fade but what the voice had said to me kept on
repeating itself over and over after the nightmare I went to Tenaya's room
she was sitting around meditating in the nude I was about to turn around
when Tenaya calls me back in.
She knew why I was there and she was waiting for me as approach her, she
begin to stand up she unzips my pants and says " the nightmare that you
have been heaven they are do to the evil that has been chasing us but I can
help you." As pulled out my cock and sticks it in her mouth she moves her
head back and forth and then left to right my dick become hard as a rock as
I lay back then she get's on top of me turning around and placing her pussy
on my face.
Why she sucks my cock then I lick her pussy her cum runs down my face then,
a voice from the door says " no fair I want to join and on the fun too." I
turn my head and standing in the doorway was Kayla then Tenaya says " why
don't you just come join us there's plenty of room for the two of us."
Chapter 23 training to survive.
As Kayla joins me and Tenaya in bed Tenaya and I switch positions, as I
thrust my cock beep into her pussy the echos of her moan can be heard
throughout her room Tenaya looks at Kayla who stands in front of her and
begins licking Kayla's pussy then Kayla starts to moan I quickly running
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over and push my mouth against Kayla's mouth Kayla's tongue pushes against
mine both women moan simultaneously.
I can feel their moans going through their bodies Tenaya moves her mouth
from, Kayla's pussy and onto her breast I take my hands and massage both
their breasts then I pull out of Tenaya I move to Kayla Tenaya and Kayla
rub their breasts together as I stand behind Kayla remove deep inside of
her pussy but soon our threesome becomes a quartet as Alice join us.
I think I'm more excited with all three women but our quartet soon becomes
an orgy, when Chelsea steps into the room I move in between all for women
squeezing rubbing and sucking on their breasts as I get ready to shoot a
wad of cum Tenaya is the first to take the load directly in the mouth as a
firearm second load in Alice's ass then I fire a third load all over
Chelsea's breast.
The fourth and final load I fire into Kayla's pussy as we finally fall
asleep, all four women take up each of my arms after that I didn't have any
more nightmares for the rest of the night later on that day Ben and I meet
up in the hall we begin talking about how to handle the upcoming gang war
Ben says to me " look John I saw what you could do with sniper not anybody
could have shut that sniper on the hill like you did so to cut to the chase
I want you to become a member of my crew."
I replied to Ben " but why I've never killed anybody except for the day
when we were attacked, and that was strictly out of self-defense." Ben
laughed and says " oh no my friend you got it wrong I don't want you to
become a member of my crew and kill people let me rephrase what I mean I
want you to become a member of my crew and become a bodyguard for me." I
still didn't quite understand what he meant until we start to go into more
detail.
Then I start to understand he wanted me to become a professional sniper,
and go against the O'Reilly games and Cortez's snipers morning explained
the better the deal sounded to me he even told me that I could continue my
writing for the company I was working for then then explained that all I
would have to do what's to take the oath of Brotherhood and my family and I
would be taken care of.
According to what Ben was telling me I had to go through a test of Fire,
which was a literally test of Fire when I would have to go through for the
test of Fire I would be traced through an obstacle course through a maze
looking for the previous Babyface gang leaders personal possession and I
would need at least for sponsors of Brothers to leave me four items to
either help me get through certain parts of the obstacle course and Maze
and to defend myself apparently a person chasing me would have flamethrower
while myself and for others ran through the obstacle course and Maze with
only our underwear the person with the flamethrower was crazy and chosen at
random he or she would be trying to literally roast Us Alive.
Which meant whoever our for sponsors were would only leave us one weapon,
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for defense but I also meant that whoever was one of our for sponsors would
leave us a map apparently some sort of food and a skeleton key I would
unlock call door in the maze but as dangerous as it sounded I knew the only
way to continue with the babyface gang's protection what's the joint number
and the fact that the Hell's Angels had joined forces with them help find
decision become final.
The good news was I have time to train for the maze but the bad part was I
had to find, two more members of the baby face gang who would call me
brother and as much as I hated the idea I knew I would have no choice but
to fight not just against David but against both the O'Reilly gang and the
cartel but this war that David had started was going to end one way and one
way only with either David or myself dead and I knew there was no way but I
was going to die not with so much at stake.
Was not an option for myself and there's no way I was going to let him kill
any more of my family, everyday I train for the obstacle course maze and
every night I train for the fight with David finally after 2 weeks and pass
I was finally ready for them obstacle course maze well for the most part I
still had to find to more Babyface gang members you call me brother and
with the obstacle course maze only one week away it was looking a little
hard.
But then the man in the heavy black trench coat made an appearance, and
says to me " you know my boss took a real liking to you and hell so did
Cisco you know what I have to say how about you you got moxie." I replied
to him " I don't know if I should say thank you or what but driveling you
did help me out at the movie theaters with that sniper on the roof and then
with the fake police officers soon after what you didn't think I ain't
forget you that easy did you." Amanda trench coat replied " believe it or
not for a minute I thought you would have but I'm glad that you didn't I
seen that you've been training hard to become I can test it for Babyface
getting Brothers you know the obstacle course maze is very dangerous but
I'm sure the boss told you that already." I replied with " yeah he did he
told me how dangerous it was but I can't let that stop I have to become a
brother in order to protect my friends and family."
Then the man in the trench coat replies once again " do you think you can
survive, the obstacle course maze and the guy with the flamethrower?" I
replied to him " didn't you tell me that you had a brother who was arrested
at the carnival?" He replied to me just as fast " yes I have a brother and
yes he was arrested thanks to you at the carnival what was past is past and
like I said before you have moxie which means you have guts so I'm going to
ask you again do you think you can survive this trial by fire?" I looked at
him squinting my eyes and said " yes I can do it I can win I have to for my
family for my friends."
The man laughs and says " then I will be one of your sponsors you keep that
moxie, and you kick the guy with the flamethrower in his God damn nuts on
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the day of the trial." After that the man in the trench coat left but now I
have three sponsors for the trial by fire I need one more where can I find
a paper at the bottom of my feet it says " look for your next sponsor in
the library of the mansion." After reading the paper I had straight for the
library inside the mansion there I could see over 300,000 books on shelves
but I didn't see anyone else start looking around at the books on the
shelves as I start looking through the books the ones that caught my eye
the most older books.
Chapter 24 the maze from hell.
As I sat in the library I went through all the older books a person in a
white lab coat walks into the library, the person in the white lab coat was
a woman with reddish blackish hair she walk to the back of the library she
looks around and when she doesn't leave anyways watching I watch as she
strips off her lab coat then she slowly on buttons a blouse underneath it
an inch by inch she removes her bra and then begins rubbing her breast.
Then I watch her as she removes her pants and sticks her fingers in between
her legs and begins rubbing, her pussy she picks up the lab coat and bites
down on it as she tries to muffle her moans in the library and I watch and
she cums in her panties shoe releases a short but loud moan then she
removes her panties and reaches into a bookshelf and pulls out a vibrator.
The vibrator was battery powered as she turns it on you could hear the
humming from the vibrator, she sticks the vibrator deep into her pussy and
begins moving it back and forth up and down I get ready to walk out of the
library when Alice walks in Alice first walks over to me she notices that
I'm aroused and then soon discovers why she walks past me and goes to the
woman who's no longer in the lab coat and immediately grabs onto her tits.
Startled the woman jumps but Alice holds on the woman says " I'm sorry I
thought I was the only one and the library." Alice replies " it's okay
we're both women and we're the only two in the library." as she turns her
head towards me and winks then Alice begins kissing The Other Woman The
Other Woman looks like she's about to put up a fight when she returns the
kiss to Alice and then Alice starts sucking on the woman's nipples she
moans and says " no my nipples are sensitive don't suck on them don't tease
me like that oh don't touch my."
Alice quickly replies " your what you need to speak up I can't hear you and
if I can't hear you I don't know what not to touch." The woman moans again
and says " please don't touch my pussy like that." Alice smiles and says "
touch your pussy like what?" The woman moans even louder and says " touch
my pussy like that please stop teasing me oh my God." Then Alice says " oh
so you want me to touch your pussy like that you want me to tease you how
about I take your vibrator out and start licking your pussy." A woman cries
out and ecstasy " oh yes... yes there... please give me more... oh more."
Then Alice says " let's switch positions and she begins taking off her own
clothes the woman now begins sucking on Alice's tits I watches both women
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press their breasts together and begin rubbing them back and forth and up
and down.
I knew I had to fight my urge to join them but watching them was driving me
crazy, then I feel my flight coming zip and fill my dick poke it's head out
and into something moist I look down and there was Tenaya sucking my dick I
can hear makes surfing sounds and she moves her head back and forth my body
felt completely paralyzed as I watched and felt what was going on then
Tenaya takes my dick out of her mouth pulled off her t-shirt and bra.
And put my dick in between her tits and become friends rubbing her tits up
and down, on my dick and then she puts her mouth back with her tits just on
the tip of my dick I bite down on the bottom of my lip as I can no longer
handle it and pulled pants and panties down and stick my dick into Tenaya's
pussy I don't last no more than another 5 minutes before cumming inside
Tenaya's pussy but something was different this time as I shoot three more
watts I've cum inside of her.
Tenaya then pulls up her pants and panties puts back on her t-shirt and bra
and leaves the library, Alice and The Other Woman leave 4 minutes after
Tenaya I pulled my zipper back up and start cleaning up the library trying
to make sure to get rid of any evidence that was in the library that
everyone was in here fucking as I clean up the last spot of cum off of a
table I hear clapping.
Then I hear a voice say " congratulations going to pass my test." I look up
towards where the voice is coming from, an old man who is dressed both in
black and white what's on the second floor staring over the railings at me
as I say in reply " what do you mean I passed your test?" A man smiles and
replies " I was the one who left you the note saying come to the library I
knew about this time that doctor I Siena would come into this Library and
begin to masturbate." Then I reply " so wait you knew she would come in
here and she would start masturbating what would have happened if I
couldn't control myself?"
The man laughs and smacks his forehead and says " this wasn't a test to see
how, long you can last with controlling yourself by any means necessary
this was a test to see how long you could last under pressure then I wanted
to see if you could clean up a crime scene without leaving any trace of
evidence." I replied " what do you mean clean up a crime scene and perform
under pressure?" Then he says to me " what I mean is can you perform Under
Pressure that start with that basically most guys can't hack it under under
pressure but you stayed cool you held out if you were arrested by cop and
you needed to remain silent how would you do Under Pressure?"
Then he says to me " number two you didn't say anything or do anything to
attract attention to yourself most people would have cracked or have gone
out there you stayed 100% silent I even watched as you tried to leave a
couple times but stayed that was good." Then I reply with " Ok so why are
we cleaning up the crimes I haven't quite finished." But once again the old
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man was quick to reply " this is true you're not finished but in the end
result Still Remains the same thing you were cleaning up crime scene good
enough that no one would notice." Then I asked him " what made you want to
test me?" The old man once again replied " I was there that day we were on
the lake the day that sniper shot tornado Cisco in his arm and Lake plus I
thought it was kind of cool the way you punched babyface in his face."
The man explain to me how no one has ever punch the boss before, out of the
entire history of the Babyface gang every boss has either been feared or
respected and sometimes there was a few who been both Babyface Ben was one
of the few who were both feared and respected but I was the first to ever
punch a feared and respected gangster in their face especially one who is
the leader.
Of course he told me that if it was anybody else they would have been shot
no matter what their cause was, and I also allowed the men to grab their
weapons and give the cover fire now I need it to make it to the truck get
the sniper and ice him out of the 37 men that were there that day 20 of
them were killed either by the helicopter that came in first or the cars
that came in from behind.
It proved to the babyface Gang that as strong as they were that they
weren't as invincible, as they believed they were which led them to
Alliance what the Hell's Angels they may not have still been invincible but
with the extra man and Firepower they didn't need to be finally after 6
days went by can the trial by fire.
As we reached the trial grounds I can clearly see a sign that said welcome
to the Maze of hell, hopefully you can survive before heading to the maze
Babyface Ben and Cisco took me to the top of the hill so I can see how big
the maze was and when I saw it I didn't know whether to be afraid or
excited by the maze the maze was over 25 ft High and 164 feet across from
where we were standing I could clearly see the obstacles and they seem
pretty dangerous themselves.
From what I saw the obstacles were as followed razor sharp wire huge huge,
fan blades that went vertical with one huge gap in between them that lasted
forever no longer than 30 seconds some sort of jungle gym they had a
electric floor at the bottom and finally the most dangerous Obstacle of
them all was the man with the flamethrower what's from where we were
standing at I could clearly see him wandering around the maze shooting at
everything in sight.
Chapter 25 hot wind and hell's maze.
As we left the hilltop I could feel cold sweat running down my forehead and
my spine, as I see the four others who are my competition they look cool as
cucumbers so I knew but as cool as they were they haven't been briefed on
what we would be up against yet either that or they had balls made of steel
and the fact that one of them was the mole didn't help because the mole was
the one who knew the maze inside and out.
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We sit back and watch as Babyface Ben takes the stage and says " you five
acolytes are here for one reason and one reason only tonight to get through
fine the previous buses of the babyface gangs as a act alike of the
Babyface gang I'm great my Georgie if you worked hard to find Four Brothers
who will Bound for you for the maze of hell."
From what I could see there's a total of 20 Brothers and each were,
watching for one of their acolytes and Babyface Ben says " you acolytes are
all here because you have earned your way as a brother but I have one
little surprise for you one of you in this race is a mole." When they heard
about the mole they didn't seem a bit surprised so whoever they're brothers
were must have them about the mole ahead of time.
Then Babyface been said " two or more that is amongst your group You Know
Who You Are and you know what your mission is but I'm about to give you one
more thing to do in this maze tonight there is a brother here that saved my
life more than once I know he will succeed in this task just make sure he
doesn't take unnecessary risk he has a bad habit of doing that." I knew the
moment he said that he was talking about me there's one thing Babyface Ben
was rain about sometimes I did take unnecessary risk.
But that was only because I knew that those risks would pay off and I
wasn't one to back down from a challenge, and Babyface been left the stage
a hot wind comes blowing and the smell of oil from the flamethrower began
to fill the air as our doors opened we ran inside the maze me and one other
acolyte encountered one of the first obstacles electric floor strong enough
to stop a person's heart was the first obstacle.
And there was only one way to cross and that was type rope walking a thin
line, what made things even worse you can't touch the walls because they
were too far away so keeping balance was up to you the other acolyte began
to cross I was right behind him as we walked across the thin rope began to
sway back and forth making balance even harder.
As we reach the other side I noticed the other acolyte was about to, step
in front of some sort of trap I quickly yell and look out to him he stops
just before the Trap we both knew that there's no way to turn around and we
can just stand there then I look up there was a small bar just above the
other acolyte I pointed it out to him he said this to me " there's no way I
can reach that."
All of a sudden I can hear the sound of the thin rope starting to break,
and by the sound of it we didn't have much time as I pick up the other
acolyte and put them on top of my shoulders so he can reach the bar he
quickly pulls his self up he turns around and locks his legs on the bar and
reaches down I jump just as the thin rope snaps we reach and grab each
other's hands holding on as tight as we could.
He pulls me up I reach and grab the other side of the metal pole as I pull
myself up, me and the other acolyte look at each other and start to laugh
as we use the metal pole to swing to the other side he says to me " man you
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are one crazy son of a bitch what is things to you putting me on top of
your shoulders that I'm able to be here right now and let's not forget that
you warned me about the Trap."
I replied to him " hey it's no big deal you saved my ass back there too you
could have easily just jump down and watch me fall into the electrical pit
and be electrocuted to death but instead you locked your legs on to the bar
and reach down to save my life as well so the way I see it we're even on
that." He replies to me and says " well that's what my Brothers have always
taught me you always make sure you pay back your debts."
I just had to ask him " when you say Brothers do you mean the Babyface
Gang, or actual Brothers?" He replies quickly " believe it or not I mean
both I have actual brothers who look out for me in the Babyface Gang." At
the end of the first obstacle we found a door unfortunately it was locked
we sat around trying to figure out how to get the door unlocked.
But then the other acolyte gets up and heads towards a small bag on the
ground, inside the bag the other acolyte fines a nail file and a needle I
laugh and say " should we try picking the lock with the nail file and
needle." He replies to me and says " that's precisely what I was thinking."
As he runs over to the door and starts trying to pick the lock I was only
joking and then thinking he actually take me serious I stand there and
watch as he unlocks the door.
I can't believe my eyes I thought using a nail file and a needle only
worked in the movies, but apparently I was sadly mistaken but after he
opens the door from the other side of the maze we can hear one of the
others scream and the echo of the flamethrower the sound meant that whoever
just died ran into the guy with the flamethrower out of the five of us who
came into this maze it meant that four of us were left.
Chapter 26 flamethrower vs fire extinguisher.
After we heard the death of one of the other acolyte me and the other, that
would be the best if we work together as we already have do you get safely
through the maze and obstacle course I still don't know if he understood
what was going on but I was pretty sure he got the picture after the scream
we heard and we both agreed if we saw any of the other acolytes that were
left alive.
We would try to talk him into joining us and working together we knew, it
was the only way to survive in through this maze was not going to be a
piece of cake matter fact we were going to need more brains than bronze to
survive as we move through the maze obstacle course avoiding obvious traps
and even ones that weren't so obvious we had several close calls.
As we came to the second half of the maze we found another acolyte, me and
the other acolyte walk up slowly and cautiously just in case our new friend
ain't so friendly we found out why he was standing around he was looking at
the next it was a pair of fans in sync with each other I remember seeing it
from the top of the hill it had a 30-second Gap but the guy wasn't worried
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about 30 seconds Gap instead he was worried about the guy with the
flamethrower who was chasing him.
The good news was he had lost the guy with the flamethrower and his, is
partner split up or at least that's the story he told us on the other hand
even though the flamethrower guy wasn't chasing him at the moment we still
had to deal with the fans with only a 30 second gap between them I didn't
leave much time to get through them so timing was everything about them if
you were even a second off between them well let's just say you wouldn't be
alive long enough to feel the pain of being decapitated or completely
sliced in half.
We had to figure out quickly how long it took like 30 seconds Gap to come
back around, the rotation of both the fans took the whole 4 minutes before
the 32nd cap of come back around now we had the figure was who was going to
jump through that Gap first of the other two acolytes we're arguing who was
going to try jumping through it first I on the other hand waited for the 4
minutes made a run for it jumping through thank you 30 seconds Gap I was
just barely able to make it as I did a Superman fly through both the other
to act likes we're fairly impressed as they got ready for their run both
also barely made it through without getting a scratch.
We were just about to leave the area when another acting like made it to
the, fans and he was being chased by the guy with the flamethrower I watch
as the other acolyte tries to outrun the guy with the flamethrower and jump
through the fans unfortunately he didn't make it as we watch the fans
completely make mincemeat out of him as his blood sprayed all over us we
quickly move back to stop any more blood from spraying on us we could see
the guy with the flamethrower and he turned around and went the other way
we quickly take off in order to avoid running into the guy with the
flamethrower now that there are only three of us left.
As we run through the maze we find another door this one was different,
from previous ones that me and the first few that Wii went through to get
to the fans a matter of fact it look more like a room then the rest of the
maze once again he picks the lock as the three of us head inside on the
inside of where we were we could see a room that looked like the library in
the mansion it was filled with books from the top to the bottom but there
were three items out of place and we knew from the way the items were out
of place to wear trap and one was the actual item we were looking for but
which one out of the three items was the right one.
Then I remembered while walking in a mansion seeing paintings with names on
them and underneath the names were numbers quickly look for the numbers
only one item had it and it happened to be an old pipe for smoking which
meant the gun in the 9th we're the ones that where the Traps I quickly told
the others they saw this and grab the pipe and the three of us were about
to leave when we heard footsteps coming towards us we knew that footsteps
had to come from the guy with the flamethrower.
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We look for places to hide in the room as we hear the footsteps come
closer, as the footsteps seem to get louder we cutscene the Flames from the
flamethrower we were trapped between a rock and a hard place but then I see
a fire extinguisher I look around from my hiding spot and watch as the guy
with the flamethrower walks in he looks around the room I quickly pull my
head back into my hiding spot by the sounds of things he starts to turn
around and head back out the door when all of a sudden when you hear the
sound of something falling on the ground I slightly pink my head out and
see that it was a book where the other two were hiding it is the guy who
walks over towards where the book fell I look at the fire extinguisher.
I watch as the man with the flamethrower gets closer to the Bookshelf, that
the two other acolytes I rent a room for the fire extinguisher diving
headfirst as the guy turned around and fires flame right past my ass it was
a close call but I got up to the fire extinguisher just in time I quickly
pulled the safety pin out of the fire extinguisher pull the trigger meaning
the hose was that the guy with the flamethrower surprise me fire
extinguisher was a match for the flamethrower as I hold the guy with the
flamethrower back with fire extinguisher as the other two acolytes run out
of the room liquid nitrogen fire extinguisher was pushing the Flames back.
I move around the room and he circles the opposite direction we were even
match, I stared him straight in the eyes and his eyes stare back at mine I
curl my lip the show him a snare as I make it to the door he starts
laughing I take liquid nitrogen canister and Chuck it at him as he shoots
another flame at it the explosion causes his flamethrower to go out as I
take off running after the other two acolytes when I caught up to them they
were so surprised they high-fived me and slapping on the back as one of
them said " God damn you're one crazy son of a bitch."
And then the other one said " how did you know that the fire extinguisher,
would work against the flamethrower?" I replied " I didn't I just saw a can
of serve liquid nitrogen and said fuck it."
They looked at me and look at each other and said are you serious, you're
saying that you took an unnecessary risk?" Once again I replied " what was
unnecessary about it?" They both replied to me and said " you do realize
that you didn't have to risk yourself to save us that's why it was
unnecessary?"
I put a great big smile on my face and they start to laugh it showed them,
that there was no Rhyme or Reason for my actions I was just a risk-taker
who took unnecessary risk two other people I guess with that notion I was a
crazy son of a bitch but when I look at myself and didn't seem that way to
me for me it was more I had to do what I had to do to help others it was
just in my nature yes I was afraid but I had to turn that fear into
strength not for myself but for others it was the only way I knew how to
live.
But as we sat around we noticed that it got quiet too quiet as we look
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around, on the ground next to where we were standing was a piece of paper
on the paper and said congratulations here is your map on the map what's a
red X that showed where we just were which meant we had somebody left in
the maze and whether that somebody was Friend or Foe was unclear to us
because as far as we knew there was only 5 acolytes and two of them are
dead so who could have left a map and knew where we were I mean yes the
Four Brothers that were supposed to be watching each one of us.
We're supposed to know where we were and yes they were supposed to leave
us, a map and other items to get through the maze but no one said anything
about it map with a red x on it can we thought about it what if one of the
acolyte that we thought was dead only faked their death what if the Red X
what's from the mole and the truth was he was watching us trying to see how
we do would we be able to survive this maze from hell?
The three of us stuck together and look for the last three items that
represented, the previous leaders of the Babyface Gang.
Chapter 27 end of the maze and a Rumble in the Jungle.
As we continued out through the maze getting past the obstacles became
more, challenging than what we thought but the fortunate thing was we
weren't running into as many traps and even more fortunate we found two
more of the previous presidents of the Babyface gang's item but there are
some very close calls not just trying to get to the items because of the
obstacles but trying to get to the items because the flamethrower guy seem
to be one step ahead of us and to make things worse are items that were
given to us by our brothers who were waiting outside of the maze.
Wasn't exactly what we expected but there was enough of it for us to, share
between us but still it was only due to the fact that we can bind all of
our stuff together but we knew we had to do it in order to survive and I
felt like I made a couple of new friends in the process we finally found
out where the last item was hitting that was the good news the bad news was
the flamethrower guy would most certainly be Garden it and to boot the area
where is that was right by the exit and to make things even worse was the
exit was the last obstacle something that none of us saw because it was a
wooden plank above a pit full of venomous spiders and scorpions and that
meant once again we had to maintain balance if we were planning on
Surviving.
As we predicted the asshole with the flamethrower was indeed, guarding the
last item but we knew we had to get the item at any cost that's when one of
the other acolytes came up with an intriguing idea as I take a water bottle
and three canisters and and some dry ice that we found the one and one of
the supplies and begin to make homemade fire extinguisher to mine and the
other acolyte knew precisely what he was doing as he used the torch to both
cut and weld the canisters together.
When he was finished welding all three canisters twice over I watched as he
welded, we got our pieces into a nozzle and then he added a couple of
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valves this long thick Holmes is at the top and bottom if both connections
the homemade fire extinguisher was just about ready when he start pouring
in the water and I'm finally added the dry ice and I'm finally he welded
the top of the canisters closed now there was only one question to ask
would it work or would we go up in flames?
Another big question was which one of us was going to use it? Because we
knew, one of us had to protect the others and if the homemade fire
extinguisher didn't work then that one would have to run and run fast they
both knew that I would be willing and crazy enough to try it but I already
had gone against him once which meant one of the other two had to go and
face him I tried to tell them I would do it.
But they both agreed it was out of the question that I already had proving
my worth, and they had to do the same which only meant one thing which of
the two of them would do it it wasn't about the question of being brave or
Fearless it was about who was going to be the fastest because that
flamethrower had a good 8-foot reach and at best our little homemade fire
extinguisher had about a 6ft at the most and that's if it worked.
So ever use the fire extinguisher had to be closed and they had to move
quite, fast in order to dodge and fire off the homemade fire extinguisher
and if that homemade fire extinguisher didn't work they would have to start
running I wasn't touched for standing around we had a job to do and as the
other two arguing amongst themselves who was going to test out the homemade
fire extinguisher I knew that there was only one solution as I quietly grab
the homemade fire extinguisher and slip out of sight.
As I walk up to the asshole and yell " hey you... You fucking dickhead!" He
quickly, looks up and towards my direction then I say " you goddamn pile of
fucking shit why don't you bring your God damn bitch ass bald headed
dumbass looking self over here unless settle this like men!" What came next
surprised me as he takes off the flamethrower and his body armor and throws
it to the side then he says " now you throw down your poorly cheap ass made
fire extinguisher and like you said we'll settle this like men."
At this point I knew he wanted a fist fight and if that's what he wanted
then that, is what I was going to give him Rumble in the Jungle as we both
moving clothes he throws the first punch across my face causing my head to
turn but I quickly counter with a right uppercut he flies back but just
barely and he's quick to counter my counter with a knee to the stomach
followed by a left cross to my face I fall back I quickly get back on my
feet and head-butting in the face I can hear a loud crunching sound as he
covers his face with both his hands and I see blood pouring from his hands
and I knew I broke his nose.
He smiles almost the blood from his face and flings It to the Ground, as a
bum, rush is me and tackles me I counter with a foot kick to the stomach
causing him to flip over me as we're both quick to get back up he quickly
grabbed my arm and begin swinging me around slamming me into a wall I
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quickly returned the favor but added a kick to the back followed by a
double fisted back chop but he quickly counters with a low leg sweep to the
back of my knee as we both struggle to get back up on her feet I noticed
that both our faces are bloody but the only difference was I wasn't
breathing nearly as hard as he was as a running jump and do a drop kick to
his chest he flies backwards spitting up blood.
I stood over him and waited for him to try to get back up but then I hear,
Applause it was the Brothers who were watching then from the left of me
came the other two acolytes as they said " man when the boss said that you
were someone who took unnecessary risk he wasn't kidding." At this point I
was highly confused as I said " what the hell are you two talking about?"
But then Babyface Ben walks in and says " maybe I can chat a little bit of
light I mean I do kind of know you a bit of an explanation but before I do
will somebody please get Frankie off the pavement."
Now I was even more confused than what I was before who the hell was
Frankie, surely not the guy laying on the ground with the flamethrower as
the other brothers began picking up the man with the flamethrower then the
man with the flamethrower woke up and said " oh my God my entire body aches
what the hell type of fighter are you?" Now is even more confused at least
into Babyface Ben said " I told you he was a good fighter now do you
believe me little brother Frankie."
The guy with the flamethrower says " okay you are right he's a good fighter
I'm, pretty sure Bing he just kicked my ass." Everyone starts laughing and
I finally put two and two together I was on Plenty of danger but this was
still all part of the test the trial by fire and the two guys I thought
were acolytes we're both really moles that where both sent in by Babyface
Ben to Watch Over Me but if that was the case then who would have to that
died?
Babyface Ben told me how the whole thing was 90% I'm a setup this time
around, but he had no choice he had to test me and the other two acolytes
that had died in the maze why the two I was with we're actually moles
Babyface Ben explain about how normally it would have been a total of
acolytes and 1 mole with all 5 running through the maze but half the time.
The other four see competition and try to kill each other instead of trying
to, work together get through all the obstacles in the maze without dying
why the other half of the time some don't make it nearly as far as we did
because whoever they have chosen the carry the flame thrower either torches
everything down or kills everybody before they can make it.
And after telling me all this Babyface pain finally revealed one last
thing, as he says " and I figured this would be a good way to pay you back
for that punch that you gave me back at the lake." And I thought I held a
grudge as we sit there and start laughing and then head back to the cars we
hear the strange whistling sound flying through the air then my army
training kicks in and I knew exactly what it was as I yell " everyone get
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down it's a mortar!"
As soon as I say that and everyone hits the ground the first mortar,
strikes in between two of the cards blowing them completely up we all run
back to the maze but then I stopped because I noticed two of our people are
not moving one of them was Cisco himself and the other was Babyface Ben
still lying on the ground then another whistling sound I quickly run over
to Babyface Ben and pick him up.
And start running back towards the maze again as the second mortar shell,
strikes the spot where Babyface Ben was laying ayhan Babyface Ben to the
other brothers and run back out to help Cisco I watch as Cisco drops to the
ground as I get over to him I noticed a big chunk of metal in his lower
spine.
To be continued.
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